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Liberty gets wired, on-line

INSIDE:
IN THE NEWS: Want to hear some live
Christian music? A new club opening in Lynchburg may be
the place to spend your weekends. The Upper Room
opened its door Friday night. Page 2.

By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
News Editor

Want to communicate with
your friends in another country — while paying virtually
nothing for it?
Have you ever left a message for your professor — and
known for sure that it would
be sitting on his desk when he
returned to his office?

PRAYER AND PRAISE:
Black History Month started out on a
note of worship this week, as students
of a variety of races and backgrounds
gathered together for a time of prayer
and praise. Page 3.

Did you ever wish you
could research a paper on
space shuttles by calling up
NASA and getting the information right from them?
No, this isn't an AT&T
commercial. It's what students may soon be able to do
here on campus, as Liberty
gains access to the international infobahn.
Campus technology will

take a step into the future
sometime in the next few
months. Work has already
begun on an Internet hookup
for the school, as well as a
network, linking together the
campus' academic buildings.
"What we'll be providing is
direct access for the campus,"
said Aaron Mahler of InMind, Inc., the company
which is setting up the

Internet connection for the
university. "We're providing
a raw connection to the
Internet."
This connection will be
available to students through
terminals in the library, Dr.
David Barnett, dean of the
library, said. Students who
have their own computer
setup with a modem will also
be able to access the campus'

network and Internet hookup.
Barnett is one of a group of
faculty working on a campuswide computer network.
"We have the equipment we
need," the dean said. "(We
could have the hookup) as
early as a week to three
weeks. The end of February is
very reasonable."
See Internet, Page 3

EVANGELISTIC

to meet
LU prez

E S C A P A D E S : Nineteen
missionaries — including several LU
nursing students — traveled to Albania
on a mission trip during Christmas break.
The trip focused on providing both medical and spiritual help to the people of
that European country. Page 4.

By MICHELLE
CALLAHAN
Champion Reporter

S P O H N GOES TO KOREA: Dr
Terry Spohn, LU professor of biology, will be teaching
at Handong University in Korea, starting March 1. Spohn
was invited to help launch this national religious university as the school begins its first term. Page 5.

ACROSS

THE

NATION:

Clinton's recent appointee for the post of surgeon general, Henry Foster, acknowledged Friday that he had performed nontherapeutic abortions in his obstetrics-gynecology practice in Nashville. Page 6.
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AND THE SPIRIT MOVED Students crowd forward following evangelist Rodney Gage's invitation at
the end of a service during Spiritual Emphasis Week.

Focusing on the Spiritual

E D I T O R S '
CORNER:

Students flock to
Spiritual EmpFl&'SIS
Week services

Opinion editor

Mark Haskew discusses the relationship people should have with their
money. His bottom line? That money
can be handled — but must be handled carefully. Also, editor in chief
Shannon Harrington examines which
black heroes should be recognized
during February. Page 7.

News Editor
Champion Reporter

More than 2,000 people attended last
week's Spiritual Emphasis meetings
with evangelist Rodney Gage, marking
it as one of the most well-attended such
weeks in Liberty history.
The meetings ran from Sunday
through Wednesday, and according to
Campus Pastor Dwayne Carson, were
quite successful.
If numbers are an indicator, then last
week was a success.
"It was one of the best attended
Spiritual Emphasis Weeks we've ever
had. Each night there were over 2,000
in attendance, and on Tuesday night it
was estimated there were over 2,500. I
know of at least 10 salvations, and there
was somewhere in the neighborhood of
350 other decisions," Carson said.
The speaker for Spiritual Emphasis
Week was carefully chosen for the student body, Carson said.
"(Gage) is a former Liberty student
and is being used by God. He lets our
students kiiuw tie Is oue of uur own.
Look how God's using him," Carson

SPORTING NEWS:
UMBC narrowly beat the Flames
62-59 during a last-second'nailbiter' Saturday. This loss gives the
Flames hoopsters a 4-5 record in
conference play. Page 9.

NEW RECRUIT: Adam Hopkins has chosen Liberty over Auburn, the school where he spent the first
month and a half of his college career. Hopkins was named
in The Basketball Times as one of the top centers in the
country as a high-school junior. Page 10.
BASKETBALL'S LAST MONTH:
Sports editor Joshua Cooley examines the status of the
men's and women's basketball teams and charts where they
may be going in the near future. Page 11.

WITH

By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS

ByMICHELE CALLAHAN

GETTING A LIFE: The Life! staff members celebrate Black History Month this issue. The coverage
includes a quiz on prominent black Americans and suggestions on how to share the culture of black Americans with
LU students. Page 8.

SPORTS

Gage returns to
his alma-mater

Rodney Gage
Liberty Alumnus
said. At age 29, Gage has already
preached the Gospel to over 1,000,000
teenagers.
There were three goals Carson wanted
to accomplish last week.
"Obviously we would like to see anyone who is not saved to get saved this
week. We also want to see the student
who may not be walking with the Lord
challenged to reach that turning point —
to leave their sin, and serve the Lord.
And we want the committed student to
See SEW, Page 3

Rodney Gage didn't step onto
Liberty's campus for the first time last
week. The last Spiritual Emphasis Week
he attended, though, he was sitting in
the audience, listening to other
Christian leaders.
Now, having written a couple of
books and founding a burgeoning youth
ministry, he was the guy on stage, delivering a message to the massed students.
Gage, the main speaker for Spiritual
Emphasis Week, majored in speech communications here, After graduating in
1989, he went to Southwestern Seminary
and started his evangelistic ministry.
He plans to branch out to a ministry for
young adults. "I want to be relevent to
where students are," he said.
Preaching during SEW, though, was a
return to his roots. "Those four years
radically changed my life," he recalled.
"Liberty University is the greatest
school in America,"
His mission the past week was to radically change the lives of the students.
He feels he succeeded.
"Hundreds of decision were made
this week," he said. "Now it's time to
put it into action."

Tragedy, comedy vie in LU operas

STROUT:^

Super Bowl is 'bad football,' asserts Strout. The game has
become more a money-making stunt than a contest — and
should be reformed. Page 10.

By SARAH POLLAK
Champion Reporter

In a matter of 15 minutes,
Kera O'Bryon is transformed
from a everyday Liberty
junior into an elegant, turn-ofthe-century Parisian socialite
with a singing voice of gold.
Though this transformation
was only for a rehearsal,
opening night is only one
week away.
The LU Opera Workshop
will present "A Night at the
Opera" at 8 p.m. for a $4 fee
in
Lloyd
Auditorium.
Performances are Feb. 16-18,
21 and 23-25.
Tragedy, comedy, revenge,
love and hate are the themes
of the six selections chosen
for the evening of music.
The night will feature selections from various operas,
such as: the fairy tale "Hansel
and Gretel," the tragedy of
"Susanna,
I'he Medium,"

T H E FORECAST:
WEDNESDAY

HURSDAY
H-33
24

/

the hilarious "II Act of La
Bohcme," Mozart's "Magic
Flute" and the last act of
"Rigelletto."
"This show has something
for everyone," Dr. Wayne
Kompelien, LU music professor, said.
The Opera Workshop was
started in 1989 by Kompelien.
It is a class that trains LU students to sing operetta.
According to Kompelien,
most of the students are vocal
majors, but there are a few
non-music majors
interspersed in the melange.
"1 am a psychology major,"
Jennifer Kelly, cast member
and LU junior, said, "1 just
thought it would be challenging to act and to sing your way
through a (production)."
"This is a strong cast," said
Kompelien, who is also per
forming in the production.
"I don't think that peopleshould let the word, 'opera'

photo by David Dershlnwr

HIT THE HIGH NOTES — Kera O'Bryon 'swoons'
during a practice for a Night at the Opera.
scare them," Kompelien said.
He admits thai he's afraid
that people will stay away
from the opera because they
don't fully understand what

opera is.
"1 think that people stereotype opera," Kelly explains,

"(Our program) shows people
that opera is oot just fat

women with horns."
For third year vocal student
and cast member Gavin Dean,
opera isn't just an occupation,
it's a chance to witness.
"Where the majority of people
are living immoral lives, 1
think (as a Christian) 1 can be
a light to those around me,"
Dean said.

Student Senate is gearing
up for a busy semester,
according to SGA Vice
President Andy Pederson.
Senate plans include the introduction of new bills, recommendations for amendments
to the Constitution and an
opportunity to present ideas to
and ask questions of Liberty
University President Dr. A.
Pierre Guillermin.
At the Thursday, Feb. 2,
session — the first of the year
— the only bill scheduled to
be discussed was withdrawn
by co-sponsor John Ferguson.
Ferguson said he withdrew his
bill because of ambiguous
wording.
"1 didn't officially write the
bill, ljust co-sponsored it. The
author didn't come back this
semester," Ferguson said. The
bill, which Ferguson said
would be rewritten and presented to the Senate again in
two weeks, pertains to fees
charged to overnight guests of
dorm students. As currently
written, the bill would eliminate charges for overnight
guests staying in dormitories.
Also Thursday, Pederson
announced that Guillermin
will be visiting the Senate at
next week's meeting.
"Next week Dr. Guillermin
will be here. He's real candid.
He'll answer a lot more questions than he used to,"
Pederson said. He did remind
the Senate to "say what's on
your mind but don't give him
a piece of your mind."
One topic Guillermin will
be discussing is the check-in
process, the vice president
said. "Dr. Guillermin wants to
try to eliminate the financial
part of check-in," Pederson
said. In order for this to take
place, parts of check-in would
most likely be completed
before students return to campus, Pederson said.
The meeting next week, like
all Senate meetings, is open
for anyone to attend, Pederson
said. He invited senators to
bring interested friends.
Pederson also announced
that SGA is looking for a new
student court justice. These
candidates should be "someone who is a government
major or is interested in law,
or has some knowledge of the
procedures."
"You must be at least a
junior and have at least a 3.0
cumulative GPA," he said.
Anyone who is interested
can stop by the SGA office for
more information, he added.
Currently, the student court
deals with traffic cases. "The
court hasn't done as much this
year as they would like,"
Pederson said. "The goal of
the student court is to be more
like other student courts. SGA
is hoping to find someone
who will help them pursue
this goal."
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Christian music club opens
V«r

VMMI

By ANDREW LYONS
Champion Reporter

• Point of Grace — This
female quartet will be performing on campus at 7:30 p.m., Feb.
17. Tickets can be purchased for
$7 at the LU bookstore. For more
information, contact Student Life
atext. 2131.

History Month. The theme
is ''Realizing the Dream." The
winner receives a $750 scholarship. The essay should be in APA
style, and between 450 and 500
words. The deadline for submitting the essay is Feb. 20.

• Late Night Activities — Feb.
3 activities include skating and
floor hockey. Tickets for skating
are $3.50, and can be purchased
at Skateland. Floor hockey will
be held at the Multi-Purpose
Building from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m.

• Nuclear Proliferation — A
lecture and discussion time of the
issue of nuclear arms will be held
from 2 to 3 p.m., Feb. 8 at the
YMCA. Guest lecturer is a field
expert from Babcock and Wilcox.

• $15,000 Fellowship Program
seeks graduating seniors —
The Indiana University Center on
Philanthropy is seeking student
applicants for its Jane Addams
Fellowship. The program awards
each fellow $15,000 and 12 graduate credits. Application deadline
is Feb. 17. The center can be contacted at (317) 274-4200.
• National
Conservative
Conference — The Conservative
Political Action Conference, selfdescribed as the largest conservative gathering in America, will
meet Feb. 9-11 in Washington,
D.C. For more information on the
conference, to be held at the Omni
Shoreham Hotel, contact CPAC at
(703)739-2550.
• FDR in Virginia — The
Virginia Historical Society,
Richmond, will be holding this
exhibit to commemorate the 50th
anniversary of this president's
death. The program starts Feb.
18. For more information, contact the Society at 342-9665.
• Black History Essay Contest
~~ The Minority and International
Student Affairs Office is sponsoring this contest is honor of Black

r

• How to Handle Stress —
Stress management techniques
will be discussed at this seminar,
to be held at the YMCA, from
4:30 to 5:15 p.m., Feb. 7.
• The Upper Room — The
"Music of Hiawatha" will be presented at the Upper Room, Feb.
10-11. A $4 donation is requested.
• Summer Camp Staff — Representatives from Camp Sunshine,
of Silver Spring, Md., will visit
campus Feb. 17. They will be set
up to recruit summer help in the
DeMoss atrium.
• Have a Ball •— A pool, table
tennis and foosfeall competition
sponsored by Student Life will be
held each Saturday in February.
All competitions take place in
David's Place. Participants must
sign up by 6 p.m. in the manager's
office.
• Youth Emphasis Week —
Youth Emphasis Week began Feb.
6, with Rev. William Coleman
speaking.
• Wed., Feb. 8: Jim Burns,
YEW
Q Fri., Feb. 10: Dr. Jerry
Falwell, YEW/CFAW
• Mon„ Feb. 13: SGA

College Hill Baptist Church shook Friday night
as a combination of Liberty and other local bands
serenaded the grand opening of the Upper Room.
The Upper Room, located on the comer of 11 th
and Floyd streets, is a new music club where
young people can listen to live music without the
presence of smoking and alcohol.
"There are a hundred young people upstairs in
the church having a good time. That excites me,"
said Pastor David Upshaw of College Hill Baptist
Church, in whose attic the club is located.
"We can provide a place where young people
can gather together. Wc let them have fun without
trying to stifle their energy, but at the same time
channel their energy in a positive way," he said.
Darryl Willard, 31, and Bryan Caulder, 25, are
the founders of the Upper Room. Both are members of College Hill Baptist Church.
"We put about $4,000 (of our own money) into
this room. Once we recoup the money for the
room, (the cover charge) won't be that important,"
Willard said.
Though the two men risked the money on an
uncertain venture, they said they have big plans for
the Upper Room.
"We are going to be open every single Friday
and Saturday. We're booking local artists right
now," Caulder said.
"We have a goal of booking national artists.
We'd love to be a bigger place someday."
Technologically, the Upper Room features two
hanging television sets and a $2,000 sound system.
This sound system allows artists to perform
even if they don't have all of the necessary technical equipment themselves.
Artists who perfomed Friday night included

photo by Jason Chrlstod

ROCKING THE HOUSE — Spectators crowd the Upper Room during opening opening night, last Friday. The Christian music club is scheduled to be open Friday and
Saturday nights during February.
audience members to form a moshing pit.
soloist Kim Willard and harmonica/acoustic gui"I think the moshing was crazy. It's quite a
tar player Mark Andrist.
rush," freshman Joe Larson said.
The LU group Clive, which performed an
"I was enjoying my self grooving up front,"
acoustic/electric set, headlined the evening.
added freshman Kent Dobson.
Ramy Harder, who sings vocals for Clive, said the
Other acts, including Karygma Child and Leaf,
highlight of the night was when Clive's perforare scheduled to perfom at the Upper Room in the
mance of "Return to Smile," where she was able
next several months, giving students a truly alterto smile at everyone and see people smiling back.
native place to hang out.
"It made me think I was doing all right," she said.
"I think it will work out," Harder said.
The audience thought the band was doing all
right as well, as the music moved about two dozen "Lynchburg needs something like this."

Air Command Brass Quintet to perform
By CHANNING SCHNEIDER
Champion Reporter

The Air Combat Command
Heritage of America Brass Quintet
will appear in a free concert on
Saturday, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Thomas Road Baptist Church Pate
Chapel.
Comprised of two trumpets,
horn, trombone and tuba, the Brass
Quintet is part of the ACC Heritage
of America Band, a 60-member

band based at Langely Air Force
Base in Virginia. The Quintet performs a wide variety of chamber
works, as well as popular and patriotic pieces, throughout the eastern
United States.
Though the Quintet has never
visited the campus before, Dr. John
Hugo said he hopes the chapel is
packed out. "We'd really like to
invite a lot of students to come," he
said. Hugo is head of the LU
Department of Music, which is

sponsoring the event. "We're
expecting to pack the place out."
According to the group's leader ,
Staff Sergeant Gregory Werner, the
Quintet's versatility comes from
their educational backgrounds and
experience. They have studied with
members of major orchestras and
have attended some of the leading
music schools in the country.
Hugo said the acoustics of the
Pate Chapel will also add to audience's enjoyment. "What they'll

SEVENTH ANNUAL YOUTH EMPHASIS WEEK
LIBERTY UNIVERSITY
February 5-11,1995

the Center for
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M
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get is the benefit of the beautiful
accoustics of the Pate Chapel," he
said. "It has some of the best
accoustics in the area."
The Quintet is stopping off here
in between performances at
Virginia Tech and Richmond. Hugo
said the appearance is part of an
on-going effort to get such musicans to perform in the area.
"Our music department is trying
to sponsor outside groups," he said.
"We don't do enough of that."

Jrl3k

/

For the past seven years the Center
for Youth Ministry has hosted the annual
Youth Emphasis Week with the goal of
informing Liberty students about the
need for youth ministry worldwide. This
year youth alumni and specialists are
coming in from around the country for
this special week. Plan to be a part of
an exciting week that plans to be the
greatest Youth Emphasis Week ever!

Keynote Speaker
Wed., February 8,1995
Bryan Buckley
Bryan Buckley , High School Pastor of
Youth at Christ Community Church in St.
Charles, III., is highly respected for his
expertise in the area of Youth Ministry.
Bryan is a 1992 graduate of Liberty University where he was a
Youth Ministries major and Music minor, Vice President of Student
Body, and recipient of the 1992 Gordon Luff Founder's Award.
Christ Community Church is a seeker-oriented church of
approximately 2,200. He has worked there for almost three years
and ministers to more than 300 teenagers each week. He is
engaged to Amy Wheeler, a graduate of Taylor University, and
getting married June 17, 1995.

Monday
9:00
11:20
11:20

Miller
Buckley
Payne
Payne
Buckley

Personal Piety of the Youth Pastor
Using Philosophy in a Practical Fashion
What Makes a Great Teacher?
Campus Crusade Evangelism
Using Philosophy in a Practical Fashion

Tuesday
9:25
9:25
10:50
10:50
10:50
12:15

Smith
Stewart
Countryman
Payne
Smith
Stewart

Programming Big Events
Structuring a Discipleship Program
Creative Sermon Preparation
Campus Crusade Evangelism
Campus Safari and Public School Students
Staffing in Neighborhood Churches

Wednesday
8:00
9:00
9:00
11:20
11:20

Jennings
King
Jennings
Kagey
King

Working with a Staff and Pastor
The Call to Youth Ministry
Teaching Value Systems to Teens
Initiative Youth Evangelism
The Call to Youth Ministry

Thursday
9:25
9:25
10:50
10:50
10:50
12:15
3:30

Par«on»/Fry
Hunt/Countryman
Wall
Shettel
Wall/Hunt
Shettel/Wall
Payne

Calendar Planning
Discipling Jr. and Sr. High Teens
Speaking to Different Subcultures

Countryman/Vining
Kagey
Jennings/Fry
Countryman

Pastoring/Shepherding a Lav Staff
Why I Love Youth Ministry
Teaching Teens About Music
Lifestyle Youth Evangelism

8:00
9:00

B r y a n Buckley
Christ Community Church
Illinois
Rick C o u n t r y m a n
Big Valley Grace Community Church
California
Gary H u n t
First Baptist Church of Indian Rocks
Florida
Bill Kagey
Emmanuel Baptist Church
Pennsylvania
B o b Miller
Brio Marketing Group
Virginia
Heidi Payne
Campus Crusade for Christ
West Virginia

Randy Smith
Calvary Church
Michigan

Byron Stewart
Springvale Baptist Church
Ontario

Barry Shettel
Prince Avenue Baptist Church
Georgia

Evangelizing Teens
YQ Clubs/Middle School Prayer Meetings
Their Church. Culture. Church Government

issue? Faced in the Mission Field

Kyle Wall
Skyline Wesleyan Church
California

Musical Guests:
Carla Burleson and Kyle Thomas

Friday

8:00
9:00
9:00
11:20

Session Speakers

Comedy and Drama:
The Other Side Drama Ministries with Kelly Wick

Liberty Cbampion. Page 3
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Students gather to pray and praise
Black History
Month begins
with all-night
praise service
By JANETTA CAMPBELL
Champion Reporter

Black History Month began with
an air of enthusiasm as approximately 235 students — black and
white, from America and several
other countries — came together
for music, prayer and praise.
"I
believe
that the prayer
and praise night
set a totally different tone for
this
year's
Black History
Month.
We
strive for unity,
not only as a
school community, but as a praying
body...lifting up each others'
needs," Vernita Jones, event coordinator, said.
The all-night prayer and praise

session focused on campus unity.
"We arc unified in Jesus Christ. We
need to take this message beyond
these doors," Ivana Payne, a junior,
said.
"We want this to be a totally unified event and night," Greg Dowcll,
assistant clean of men said.
"We have always focused on
entertaining the student body; well,
what we are aiming to do now is to
involve the entire student body,"
Jones said.
The prayer session was held from
11 p.m. Friday to 6 a.m. Saturday in
the Prayer Chapel.
The students prayed for LU faculty and staff, the student population,
the public school system, the success of Black History Month and
other concerns.
Those participating in the event
gathered in groups to focus on these
requests during the times designated
for them.
Music was provided by the
Gospel Fellowship Choir, solos and
congregational singing. Students
were also given an opportunity to
share their personal testimonies.
Hiawatha Hemphil, an American
Indiana graduate student and president of the Graduate Seminary

phntfM by Michael Nelson

IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER
— Students and faculty
gathered to pray and praise last weekend. Above, a student
kneels in prayer at a pew in the Prayer Chapel, where this first
event celebrating Black History Month took place. At right, students gather around a piano to sing.
Government Association, spoke on
the power of a true testimony.
Hemphill challenged students to
bring about change and remember
the contributions of all men and
women to the African-American
lifestyle.
"We celebrate the lives of great
Americans that have made a contri-

bution to the African-American
experience...so
I
challenge
you...that in the summation of our
lives and ministries we will be
viewed as 'men of God,' who were
bold and anointed enough to affect
the powers of Satan, the powers of
man, and ultimately the powers of
God," he said.

Internet arrives
on campus
within weeks

Alumni return for YEW
By JANETTA CAMPBELL
Champion Reporter

Continued from Page 1
The main focus now is to get all of the
academic building wired together, according to Dr. Richard Barnhart, head of the
computer science department.
This wiring, which Barnhart says is going
"very slowly," will allow all of the academic computers to communicate with each
other.
"We'll connect every office in the academic buildings that has a computer in it,"
Barnhart said.
This network of wires will not connect
the entire campus — or at least not yet, the
computer scientist said.
"The stuff we're working with is probably in the ballpark of $100,000. That's over
a couple of years," he said. "Covering campus could cost millions."
However, students — and buildings
where the wiring doesn't reach, such as the
Religion Hall or the School of
Communication — will not be left out of
the loop.

photo by Jason ('hrMnfi

SURFING THE 'NET — Students with computers such as these will be able
to access the Internet through the school sometime in the next few months.
"Anyone who has a computer and a
modem will be able to hook in here,"
Barnhart said.
Those who don't have computers will
have access through either the library or the
computer lab.

As to when the project will be completed,
none of the people involved could give a
firm answer.
"We hope that some people will be on the
Internet (by the end of the month," Barnhart
said. "We're working as fast as we can."

Successful youth ministry alumni will be
highlighted next week during Youth
Emphasis Week. LU's Center for Youth
Ministries is arranging special services to
be held Feb. 5-11, for the seventh consecutive year.
Bryan Buckley, former SGA vice president and recipient of the 1992 Gordon Luff
Founder's Award, will be the events'
keynote speaker.
The week highlights LU alumni who
were a part of the youth program who arc
now serving in the area of youth ministry.
"Youth Emphasis Week is a time when we
bring in professionals in the field of adolescent ministries to heighten awareness of students to the needs and opportunities of working with teenagers," David Hart, Center for
Youth Ministries spokesman, said.
Some of these speakers include: Rev.
Tim Jennings, senior high youth pastor of
First Baptist Church of Indian Rocks in
Largo, Fla.; Heidi Payne, LU alumna and
director of evangelism and disciplcship for
Campus Crusade for Christ at West Virginia

University; and Rev. Kyle Wall, LU alumnus and missions pastor at Skyline
Weslcyan Church in Lemon Grove, Calif.
Music will be provided by Carla Burleson,
former member of YouthQuest and Truth and
her brother Kyle, also former member of
YouthQuest. Special drama performances
will also be provided by The Other Side
Drama Ministries with alumna Kelly Wick.
Students will have the opportunity to
attend more than 30 youth seminars. Some
of the topics include: "Personal Piety of the
Youth
Pastor,"
"Campus
Crusade
Evangelism," "Campus Safari and Public
School Students," "The Call to Youth
Ministry," "Teaching Teens about Music"
and "Issues Faced In the Mission Field."
Kyle and Kelly Wick will provide special
music during the Youth Emphasis
Convocation on Wednesday. Also, the
Alumnus of (he Year Award and the Gordon

Luff Founder's Award will be presented.
Other highlights of Youth Emphasis
Week include special music and drama during the Wednesday night campus church
service.
On Friday, Kyle Wick will speak in
Ministry Chapel in DeMoss Hall.

• — " • — THE LIBERTY UNIVERSITY OPERA WORKSHOP PRESENTS

LLOYD AUDITORIUM
FINE ARTS HALL

SEW moves students t o c o m m i t m e n t s
Continued from Page 1
have his commitment renewed and
strengthened," Carson said.
Those aims may have been
accomplished last week, according
to students spoken to.
Carlton McDuffy, a freshman,
said, "(Spiritual Emphasis Week)
did exactly what it was supposed to.
It enlightened my spirit and got me
back on the road where I was. It
impressed upon me a burdened
heart for lost souls."

Dr. gert Peterson,

"I think they are more committed to witnessing."
"I think Spiritual Emphasis
Week is a time to reflect on your
relationship with Jesus Christ. It
gives you a refreshed feeling after
coming back from Christmas
break," Caudill added.
Mike McDonald, a sophomore
and Spiritual Life Director in
Dorm 9, said he likes the idea of a
Spiritual Emphasis Week at the
beginning of each semester.
"It helps the students start off on

Optometrist

239-6000
Jor your Cues Only
eye exams & contact lens fitting
With: "Owing Edelsberg,
O.D.
and Optical World
(Next to 7.C. Penney in River Ridge Mall)

Whether the decisions made by
some will last remains to be seen.
Both Caudill and McDonald think
they will.
"There's a core group of people.
They are fed up with mediocrity,"
McDonald said. "Those few will
affect the campus."

FEBRUARY
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Nursing students minister
By AMY J. SAWYER
Copy Editor
Christmas came twice to Albania this season — the second time in the form of a 19membcr missions group toting 1,500
pounds of much needed humanitarian aid
and medical supplies.
The trip was a joint venture of LIGHT
Ministries, WorldHelp and the LU department of nursing, whose collective goal was
to take encouragement and supplies to missionaries and orphans in Tirana, the capital
of Albania.
Wes Tuttle, co-director of LIGHT
Ministries; Vicki Martin, associate professor of nursing; Donna Faircloth, missionary
to Brazil; and Louanne Guillermin of
WorldHelp were among the participants in
the Jan. 9-16 excursion.
The aid and supplies provided by
Guillermin and WorldHelp consisted of
medicines costing $19,000 and other necessities, Tuttle said. "To be able to take
humanitarian aid and supplies into a country economically deprived was significant,"
he said.

Martin said, "Wc took 118 doses of
meningitis vaccines for little kids, but the
clinic saved it for kids that really needed it."
She added that the group took hepatitis
vaccine to treat five people. This medicine
will be used to treat surgeons and various
high-risk patients.
Martin, who accompanied a group of
nursing students on the trip, explained that
instead of vaccinating the children in
orphanages and clinics as was planned, the
students performed physical examinations
on 114 children.
In addition, the nursing students toured a
large university-run hospital in Tirana.
"They had no sterile or diagnostic equipment. It was extremely primitive," Martin
said. "It brings you back down to the basics
of nursing instead of depending so much on
technology. It really makes you appreciate
the luxuries and advancements we've made
in helping people save lives," she said.
The medical work done by the team wasn't
the only focus of the trip, though, Tuttle said.
"Another aspect (of the trip) would have
been the encouragement that we were to the
missionaries and the Christian workers in

that country.
"Having just come through the holidays
with the missionaries being away from,
their homes, wc wanted to come and be an
encouragement to them. So each night wc
had a different missionary family come in
to our guest house so that they could talk to
us about their ministry, and wc gave them
all gifts," he said.
The group also made several hundred
dollars worth of donations to local
Christian churches, Tuttle said.
LU graduate Donna Faircloth, a fulltime missionary to Brazil, returned to
Lynchburg specifically to host the trip to
Albania, Tuttle said.
Faircloth coordinated activities, organized the itinerary and set up ministry
opportunities.
The Albania trip was the first in conjunction with the department of nursing.
Both he and Martin said they were pleased
with its success. "I'm very thrilled with
what we were able to accomplish," Tuttle
said.
Martin added, "We went there to minister to people. I really feel like we did that

by Jason rhristofi

SENT FORTH TO MINISTER — Shannon Carver tends to a youngster in
Albania on the missions trip during Christmas break.
and in turn I feel that wc were ministered to
four-fold."
The students on the trip said they also
were pleased with the results of the trip.
"I love the kids and I,can't imagine not
going back," Heather Eley, a junior nursing

Laslie Auto Body

James Madison offers
foreign internships
By SARAH K. POLLAK and
ANDREW LYONS
How would you like to get out of
Lynchburg — but earn Liberty
credit hours at the same time?
James Madison University just
might have the answer.
The state-subsidized international internship program, sponsored
by JMU and featuring 50 worldwide internships for the fall of '95
and spring of '96, allows students
to travel to Rome, Paris or London
while gaining credit here at Liberty
University.
The program is directed toward
undergraduate students with a
strong interest in business, the arts,
government, communications and
social services, JMU Program
Director Judy Cohen said.
"Interns will gain insight into the
working wor)d, receiving valuable
hands-on experience in their fields
of interest, enrich their college curriculum and quite literally expand
their horizons," Cohen explained.
Liberty juniors, seniors, graduate
students, and graduates are eligible
for the internship positions. The
program is open to students who
are either from Virginia or who
attend Virginia schools.
The cost of the 12-week internship

would cost approximately $4,500,
which provides for room, board and
transportation, Cohen said.
"I think it falls in line nicely with
a semester's worth of classes. The
thing is to find out early and start
saving," she said.
Interns will be required to work
at least 40 hours per week.
Students can choose from several
countries in which to work, including Poland, Spain, Italy, France,
Costa Rica,
Opportunities range from working at Shakespeare's Globe Theater
in London; the European Wall
Street
Journal
in
Brussels,
Belgium; and Marriott Hotels and
Resorts in Paris.
The amount of credit to be
earned depends on the students'
arrangements with their advisor.
Students will not be able to take a
full course load.
"We are pretty well able to find
positions for those who apply if
they're flexible," the JMU coordinator said. "We want to succeed
and place positions."
According to Cohen, JMU students will be given no more privilege in the selection process than
any other Virginia college student.
Applications can be picked up at
the internship office.

student from Chicago said.
Sophomore nursing student Debbie
Krone of Lcwisberry, Pa. added, "We can't
come back and give you guys a glimpse of
what it was like over there. You just got to
go yourself."

3 8 2 1 Old Forest Road
385-0292
Guaranteed workmanship
"Former Student"
Lynchburg's Fastest Growing Autobody
24 hour towing
after 5 p.m. call 660-0453
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INTERVIEW WITH A NURSE — Trace Shelton has her
blood drawn during the Red Cross' visit, Thursday, Feb. 2.

Rom. 12:17
Recompense
to no man evil
for evil.
Provide things
honest in the
sight of all
men.
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Spohn teaches at
Korean university
By AMY SAWYER
Champion Reporter

Students from around the world
come to Liberty and experience
American culture. This trend will be
reversed in March, when Dr. Terry
Spohn takes the exchange student
program a little further. The LU professor takes a step he hopes will lead
to further international exchanges.
Spohn, director of Creation
Studies and the Museum of Earth
and Life History, will be an
"exchange teacher," of sorts at
Handong University, a national
Terry Spohn
Christian university in PoHang,
LU
Professor
of Biology
South Korea, which will open for its
first term on March 1 of this year.
Christian education to get it done."
"I've been invited to come as a
Spohn first became affiliated
foreign visiting professor, which with Handong's president, Dr.
has the rank of full professor with Young-Gil Kim in the summer of
it, so I will be one of their senior 1993, when Kim served as Spohn's
faculty members to get this school host at an international symposium
started," he said.
sponsored by the Korean Assoc"The whole family has been iation for Creation Research.
invited by Handong University and
"My host, who is sold out to Jesus
they're providing housing for us, as Christ and president of the Korean
well as the salary and the whole bit. Association for Creation Research is
We will leave sometime this month, also Korea's most celebrated scienso that I get there before thefirstof tist," Spohn said. "He got his Ph.D.
March."
from
Renssalaer Polytechnic
Spohn said that his son David, an Institute, he's worked with NASA,
LU sophomore, will be remaining he's got like 47 patents; he's known
in Lynchburg until the end of the world-wide, but he is Korea's most
term, when he will join his family.
famous scientist."
"Because they're Christian I
After returning from a Russian
think it would be great for Liberty symposium on creation science in
to make these kind of connections the summer of 1994, Spohn learned
not just with Handong University, from a Korean faculty member at
but with other Christian institutions LU that Kim was to visit LU.
around the world. That would give
"I got a phone call from one of
our students and faculty interna- our Korean faculty members here
tional experience. Here's the seed, that Young-Gil Kim was coming
the gospel, and God's hands under- from Korea, and he wanted to meet
girding that seed, and the whole with me."
world is the framework in which
When Kim arrived, he showed
we're going to do this, using Spohn a brochure about Handong

University. "I said, 'Why didn't you
tell mc about this school when I was
over there summer before last?' And
he said, 'It wasn't in existence then.'
They bought the land and started the
buildings and put together the faculty (since the summer of 1993).
"It's non-denominational, but it's
a national university," Spohn said.
"It stresses the chapel program,
computers, English, science —
these kinds of things. And they're
only taking the cream of the crop
out of Korea to come to this university. They've already received over
4,870 applications for the 400 slots.
"It's a stellar faculty. Koreans
that have their doctorates from
MIT, Stanford, University of
Michigan, you name it, are part of
this brand new school, and then
there's me," Spohn chuckled.
Spohn said "of course" he would
experience culture shock, but
because he is used to moving
around and adjusting to new cultures and because he has spent some
time in Korea, he said culture shock
will be minimal.
Likewise, the language barrier
should not present much difficulty,
Spohn said. He and his family have
learned several everyday phrases,
and he will be teaching classes in
English. All students who will
attend Handong University will
have had a minimum of five years
of English, he explained.
Spohn said he is very thrilled
about the opportunity to teach at
Handong. "For me personally, I've
never been involved in the start of an
institution. So I'm very excited to
see how Christian education translates into Korean, to see how they go
about building an institution, and
then be able to contrast and compare
that with our Liberty experience."

World//<//>
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Students 'have a ball'
By JANNETTA CAMPBELL
Champion Reporter

"Have a Ball," a pool and table
tennis tournament sponsored by
Student Life is held at David's
Place Saturday nights through
February from 7 to 11 p.m.
The activities, which were initiated in January/will include doubleelimination pool and table tennis
tournaments.
Participants must sign up in the
manager's office by 6 p.m.
Saturday in order to compete.
"If you enjoy pool or table tennis,
then come out and 'have a ball,' "
Ed Hooke, manager of David's
Place, said.
"I enjoy the game. It is good for
competition. Competition is a
good thing," Jennifer Ward, a
junior, said.
"It is a time of friendship and fel-

June 15-24,1995
$2,000

pholo by Tiikuml Sasaki

DON'T SHAKE THE TABLE — John Myels lines up a shot at
last week's "Have a Ball" competition.
"My roommate and I used to play
lowship. It encourages friendly
every
Saturday night during my
competition as well as providing
freshman
year. The tournaments
another on-campus activity for stumay
be
a
time for fun," junior
dents to attend," Jennifer Hodges, a
Shelley
Hooper
said.
sophomore, said.

Selah schedules senior pix
By CHANNING SCHNEIDER
Champion Reporter

Candid snapshots taken by amateurs, action photos of campus
clubs and professional portraits of
the school's seniors will all occupy
a part of the 1995 yearbook.
While pictures of campus activities can be shot by or involve anyone, only seniors will have traditional portraits in this year's edition of Selah. These photos are
scheduled for 11 a.m to 8 p.m.,
Feb. 14-17, Adviser Diane Sullivan
announced last week. Students
must sign up for appointments at
the yearbook table, which will be
set up in DeMoss Hall.

The yearbook is also collecting
candid pictures from all students,
Sullivan said. Photos — either
black and white or color — can be
dropped off at the yearbook office,
in the Teacher Education Hall.
Information provided with the
photo should include the photographer's name, names of the people in
the picture and where and when the
picture was taken.
The tone of this year's book will
be focused more on the spiritual,
Editor Lisa McMonigle said.
"This year's Selah will have a
more spiritual tone," she said. "Not
putting down ones in the past, but
this year we will focus more on the
spiritual aspect of the school."

10% OFF WITH "
THIS COUPON I

OPEN 7 DAYS

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
L

The staff intends to use a more
modern format, while maintaining
the traditional content of past yearbooks, the editor added.
Wadsworth Publishing Company
will be printing the book.
The student body seems excited
about the decision to have a yearbook, according to several students.
"Students always look forward
to getting their yearbook. It's fun to
be able to look back and remember
people and events you might have
forgotten," junior Jennifer Theis
said. "It's easy to take the yearbook
for granted, until you're faced with
the possibility there may not be one.
The yearbook is a sort of commemoration of the past."

AH LI'S CAFETERIA
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET - OVER 30 ITEMS

11 -3:30
LUNCH

$4.

Chinese • American* Other Cuisine
Fort Hill Village
239-8214
3:30 - 9:00
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Join scores of American and Russian youth groups
and youth pastors for an exciting camp and leadership
conference. Experience unique ministry in orphanages, churches, street meetings and hospitals. The
WorldHelp, Center for Youth Ministry, and LIGHT
Ministry staffs along with "Mission" will host you on
this trip of a lifetime. Contact these offices atx2641 or
x2310 today for more information.
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WORLD
Abortions, sex-ed position plague
Clinton surgeon general appointee
Foster admits he
perfomed abortions;
Republicans vow
opposition
to appointment
By JOYCE PRICE
Washington Times
Surgeon general nominee Henry
W. Foster Jr. was listed as a "public policy advocate" for Planned
Parenthood Federation of America
in that pro-choice group's 1992
annual report — a designation that
is coming back to haunt him.
Opponents of the nominee —
who also was a Planned Parenthood
board member — argue that some
of the sex-education policies the
organization has advocated are far
outside the mainstream.
As a "public policy advocate,"
Foster "would appear to be of a
philosophy . . . that reduces sexuality to being primarily a physiological, biological phenomenon. . . .
It's a . . . view that the mind and the
body are radically separate from
each other," said Onalee McGraw,
director of the Educational
Guidance Institute, an abstinence
advocacy group.
"Our preliminary research indicates Foster's policies [on sex education] are more aligned with those
of [former Surgeon General]
Joycelyn Elders than those of most
parents," Mark A. Tolf, spokesman
for the Family Institute, a family
advocacy group based in Nashville,
Tenn., said in an interview on

"Point of View" on the USA Radio
Network.
Foster, 61, has had an obstetricsgynecology practice in Nashville.
In a statement Friday, he acknowledged he has performed some nontherapeutic abortions while he was
in that practice.
Opposition to his nomination has
been mounting as a result of that
disclosure, his ties
with
Planned
Parenthood, and a
health-promotion
initiative he began
at two Nashville
housing projects in
which
condoms
and other contraceptives are provided to adolescents of the project.
The surgeon general nominee
was a member of Planned
Parenthood's national board from
1979 to 1981. Since 1989, he has
served on its National Leadership
Committee to Keep Abortions Safe
and Legal.
Judie Brown, president of the
American Life League, said Foster
and Planned Parenthood's policies
are the wrong answers for the
mammoth problem of out-of-wedlock births. What's needed, she
said, is "to do all we can to reinforce the family unit and strong
moral values, not destroy it by
inserting the government directly
into the sex lives of our children."
Several senators have raised
doubts about the confirmation
prospects of Foster, a health-policy
fellow at the Association of
Academic Health Centers.

"If the administration chooses to
go forward with this nomination, it
will have serious difficulty in the
Senate," said
Eric
Ueland,
spokesman
for
the
Senate
Republican Policy Committee.
That group's chairman, Sen. Don
Nicklcs, Oklahoma Republican, led
the floor fight against the confirmation of Elders, who was fired in
December for saying masturbation
should be taught in
schools.
James A. Smith,
government affairs
director for the
Southern Baptist
Convention's
Christian Life Commission, said
Foster "will be Joycelyn Elders all
over again" in terms of policy.
"This nomination is a test of
whether the new Republican-controlled Senate is up to fighting the
culture war. . . . If Henry Foster is
confirmed, we'll have seen an
abject failure by the GOP," Smith
said.
Elders was a strong advocate of
a "comprehensive health education
program" for children in grades
kindergarten through 12, including
sex education in the early grades
and secondary school clinics providing contraceptives.
Concerns about masturbation
instruction and sex education programs that condone sexual activity
by children have been raised by
conservative groups unhappy with
Foster, who would be expected to
lead President Clinton's campaign
against teen pregnancy.

English tries again in pop
By JIM PATTERSON
Associated Press
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — When last
seen, Michael English was going
down in flames, his extraordinary
gospel music career immolated by
an affair with his married backup
singer.
His marriage survived, but his
Christian music career did not.
But Michael English is back. He
teamed up with Wynonna Judd, the
unmarried and pregnant diva of
country music, and in the process
resurrected his singing career.
Only this time around he has
gone pop — their duet, "Healing,"
is a hit on adult contemporary radio.
Despite the hardest six months of
his life, the rewards of finally separating his singing career and his
spiritual life may be worth it to the
raspy-voiced singer.
"I want to make money. I want to
be a singer. And I want people to
enjoy my singing," says English,
32. "It's a career. Now, my relationship with God is a completely different thing."
Though he barely was known outside Christian music circles before
his fall from grace, inside that world
there was almost no one bigger.
Last April he won six Dove
Awards, gospel music's equivalent
of the Grammys. He was the Gospel
Music Association's top male
vocalist and artist of the year when
his success ground to a hall.
A week after the Dove Awards,
out of the blue, English returned his
six awards with a vague statement
about "mistakes."

Within hours, news leaked of his
affair with married gospel singer
Marabeth Jordan, who was pregnant
with his child. English also was
married, with a young daughter.
Jordan was fired from the group
First Call because of the scandal
and later announced a miscarriage.
English asked for forgiveness and
says he was outraged at the cynical
response from some quarters.
"You're supposed to forgive if a
man asks for forgiveness," he said in
a recent interview.
"They're wanting to see if I was
going to get back with my wife or if
Marabeth and I were going to end up
being together.
"I was asking for forgiveness, and
people were debating or betting on
'Is he sorry or not?' Total bull!"
English decided not to return to
Christian music; he didn't want to
talk about his adultery for the rest
of his career.
"There's no way I could get in a
Christian music setting or arena
and not talk about and testify or
witness about what's happened to
me," he says. "Talk about what
happened and then go to them and
turn around and say, 'Now, let me
tell you what God can do for you'
and that kind of stuff. That's what
would have to happen, and I don't
want to do that.
"I want to forget it. That's a time
of my life that I don't want to keep
rehashing and bringing up, 'cause it
makes me sick."
His ministry days are over.
One brief stint as a factory worker is "the only thing I've done, as
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far as making money, that's been
away from Christianity and God,"
he says.
"I need to get away from that. . .
If I feel a need to raise my hand (in
church), I want to make sure that's
God telling me to do that instead of
the showmanship behind me, making sure somebody's looking."
English's hit "Healing" is a big
ballad in the Michael Bolton tradition that he had made his own in
Christian music.
His career rehabilitation is continuing with a compilation of his
Christian music on Curb Records,
which bought the rights from
Warner Alliance after Warner
dropped English because of the
scandal. His first non-Christian
album is scheduled for release this
upcoming fall.
"I'm hoping I'll be known one
day as Michael English the singer
instead of Michael English the man
who committed adultery in
Christian music," he says.

During the time that Foster was
a "public policy advocate,"
Planned Parenthood and a controversial New York-hascd organization known as the Sex Information
and Education Council of the
United States (SIECUS) led a
powerful lobbying drive for a
comprehensive national sex-education curriculum for children in
kindergarten through grade 12.
It was an effort proponents said
would help reduce teen-age pregnancy, pointing to sex-education
guidelines developed by SIECUS
as a possible model curriculum.
"The SIECUS guidelines teach
kids to explore their sexuality,"
said Kristi Hamrick, spokeswoman for the Family Research
Council, one of the first groups to
condemn Foster's nomination.
"SIECUS is a pro-masturbation
group."
"Dr. Elders was a very strong
supporter of SIECUS, and they of
her. She contributed several articles to their magazine, SIECUS
Report," said Pat Funderburk
Ware, former director of the
Office of Adolescent Pregnancy
Programs in the Department of
Health and Human Services.
SIECUS officials were not
available to comment on the sexeducation guidelines that were
unveiled in October 1991.
A 1993 Wall Street Journal
report about the guidelines noted
that SIECUS advocated teaching
schoolchildren that:
* "Girls and boys have body
parts that feel good when
touched."
* "Homosexual love relationships can be as fulfilling as heterosexual relationships."
* "Some people use erotic photographs, movies or literature to
enhance their sexual fantasies."
The Educational Guidance
Institute said the curriculum is
being used by a small number of
districts. She and the Family
Institute attacked Planned Parenthood for bringing lawsuits against
school systems that have abstinence-based curricula.

BRIEFS
Repositioning babies
cited for drop in SIDS
BALTIMORE — Putting sleeping babies on their backs instead of their
stomachs has caused a 37 percent decrease in sudden infant death syndrome cases in Maryland, a researcher says.
In Maryland last year, 64 babies died of SIDS compared with 101 in
1993, said Dr. Robert Mcny, a pediatrician at the SIDS Institute at the
University of Maryland Medical Center.
He said the decrease can be attributed to a nationwide campaign begun
last June that urged parents to place sleeping babies on their backs or
sides instead of their stomachs — contrary to tradition in this country.
Researchers in England, Sweden and Australia reported 2 1/2 years ago
a decrease in SIDS cases after similar campaigns to have babies sleep on
their backs, Meny said.

New f a c e joins Perdue
Jim Perdue, 45, is replacing his famous father, Frank, as the face of
Perdue Farms Inc.
The first commercial of a major new ad campaign shows the elder
Perdue, 74, pacing in an office, saying his competitors "are still waiting
for us to get soft." He then walks into an egg hatchery and opens a door,
revealing his son in a white lab coat inspecting chicken eggs.
The jury is still out on whether Jim shares his father's uncanny resemblance to their product.

Floating casinos studied
Riverboat gambling in Virginia would draw nearly 11.5 million visits
each year, including about 7.7 million from out of state, a Virginia Tech
professor said Thursday.
Michael Olsen, commissioned by the Virginia Riverboat Council to
study floating casinos, said the industry would have an overall positive
effect on the state's economy.
The nearly 11.5 million annual visits Olsen projects is 2.5 million higher than predicted in an earlier study conducted by a University of
Richmond economist.

Girl brings human thigh
bone for 'show-and-tell'
A 9-year-old girl unknowingly brought a human thigh bone to show
and tell after finding it while walking with her father.
The girl showed the femur to her class at St. Columba School in Oxon
Hill last week, several days after a man's partial skeleton was found in a
wooded region of Fort Washington. When a teacher realized it was not
an animal bone, she notified police.
The student discovered the skeleton's missing bone while walking in a
wooded area off Washington and L'Enfant drives in the Tantallon neighborhood of Fort Washington.
Police said she found the bone some distance from where the rest of the
skeleton was discovered and that it probably had been moved by an animal.
The skeleton was discovered Jan. 23 by a man walking his dog. Police
said it apparently belonged to a man between 16 and 30 years old.
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|
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|
•Check & top off |
I
all fluids

1
'Complete OEM |
systems available. I
Call for prices I
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•Free brake
inspection

$

I
'Lifetime warranty
mufflers are also
available. Call for
m o r e information.

I
I
I
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18 90*

_ w/coupon exp. 2-28-9bJ
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Make reservations
early.
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Internet hookups usher
Liberty into next
By this time next month, Liberty University will be driving on the
information superhighway. With an upcoming campus network and a
hookup to the Internet, the school is moving into the 21st century.
Congratulations and thanks are due the administration, the computer science department, the library and the other folks responsible for
bringing this technological advance to campus.
According to the front page story on this subject, most of the academic buildings around campus should have hubs installed by the end of
this morith. This hookup will positively impact Liberty University in
two ways.
First, there is the obvious advantage that students will gain by having access to such a large pool of information. As good as the ProQuest
and inter-library loan systems are, Internet will make research thai much
easier to complete.
"Thomas Jefferson introduced public libraries as a fundamental
American right," wrote senior columnist Dr. Nicholas Negroponte in the
January, 1995, issue of Wired magazine. "What this forefather never
considered was iftat every citizen could enter every library $Mboftowevery book simultaneously, with a keystroke."
Students will have a better opportunity to peruse a larger number of
sources about a great amount of subjects. Both the quality and the quantity of research should increase.
But this hookup shows something even more important about our
school. It shows we've in some senses arrived. No longer are we or can
we be perceived as being "just some Bible college." While acknowledging and appreciating the humble roots from which we have sprung,
this advance shows how much we've moved beyond them.
The whole world is entering the 21st century — and Liberty is moving right along with it, While financial tightness may have kept us from
having all of the equipment we've wanted in the past, we can now point
with pride to what we dp have.
Liberty is quickly becoming the school Dr. Falwell envisioned it to
be. This is just another step on our journey toward that goal.

Euthanasia has history
of l o w e r i n g life's value
Among social liberals, the Equality of life" stands as the paramount
issue in their worldview. Often it is used to justify abortion. The mother's quality of life would be adversely affected by a pregnancy and the
child would face a tough life, or so the line goes.
But increasingly the argument is applied in defense of euthanasia.
Deformed and handicapped people's quality of life is questioned, and
death is the preferred remedy.
However, euthanasia is as equally wrong as abortion. Rabbi Hersh
Ginsberg, the executive director of the Union of Orthodox Rabbis, was
quite right to question it when he wrote, "We. . .must necessarily be
apprehensive and concerned when we review the early 20th century in
Germany., .when so-called progressive thinkers actively promoted the
euthanasia ideology* including the concept that quality of life called for
eliminating so-called useless people — the very old and inSrrn, those
seriously handicapped* thementally retarded, etc. — much as is now
advocated in the United States" (quoted in €omi»i«tiique)«
Euthanasia, no matter at what time in history or in which country, is
the devaluation of human life. Americans should stay off of the murderous path upon which euthanasia leads.
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Liberty Champion Policies
The Liberty Champion encourages members
of the community to submit letters to the editor
on any subject.
Letters should not exceed 400 words and must
be typed and signed. Letters appearing in the
Liberty Forum do not necessarily represent the
views of the Champion's editorial board or
Liberty University.
Also, all articles, except editorials, bear the
endorsement of the author, solely.
All material submitted becomes the property
of the Liberty Champion. The Champion
reserves the right to accept, reject, or edit any
letter received, according to the Champion
stylebook and taste. The deadline for letters is 6
p.m. Wednesday.
Please address all letters to "Editor, the
Champion" and drop them off in DH 113 or
mail to: Liberty Champion, Liberty University,
Box 20000, Lynchburg, VA 24506-8001.
The Champion is distributed every Tuesday
while school is in session. The opinions
expressed here do not necessarily represent the
views of Liberty University.

Money is necessary,
but can corrupt people
M

oney and its right relationship to
deny money's critical position in society.
people has long been debated. One
Of course, some Christians take the
of the most divisive verses in Scripture is
course that wealth is a sign of virtue.
Luke 16:13 where Jesus said, "No servant
Indeed, some proverbs say as much (others,
can serve two masters: for either he will
it should be noted, declare that money
hate the one, and love the other, or else he
should not be strived for). However, every
will hold to one, and despise the other. You
one of us can think of some very unrightcannot serve God and mammon."
eous persons who have garnered great
wealth (the mafia, for starters). So it seems
A recent survey asked Americans,
as though wealth is not an accugrouped by income, whether they
rate indicator of a righteous life.
believed this verse. As one might
Even more indicting is Jesus'
expect, the majority of those with
startling statement in Matthew
smaller incomes — less than
19:24: "And again I say to you,
$50,000 per year — said they
it is easier for a camel to go
agreed with Jesus (65 percent).
through the eye of a needle, than
On the contrary, those with
for a rich man to enter the kingincomes exceeding $50,000 were
dom of God."
more inclined to disbelieve the
MARK
statement by 49 to 47 percent.
Finally, in the Sermon on the
In addition, 60 percent of peo- HASKEW
Mount, Jesus said, "Do not lay
ple with incomes less than • • • •
up treasures upon earth, where
$25,000 had prayed for guidance concernmoth and rust destroy, and where thieves
ing financial management, compared with
break in and steal" (Matthew 6:19).
only 40 percent of the over-$50,000 crowd.
It is impossible to discuss every verse,
Here lies a clue, I think, about the right attiand difficult to pick a clear-cut doctrine
tude toward money — both at a personal
about wealth. However, the bulk of the paslevel and for the church. Money, because of
sages relating to wealth seem to cast a susits power, can usurp a person's understandpicious eye on money. They do not disown
ing of his dependence on God and set itself
money, or necessarily all rich people. Yet, I
in that place.
believe some principles can be gleaned.
In the same vein, Paul warned Timothy
First, money should be a means to an end
that the love of money is the root of all sorts
instead of being an end in itself. This goes
of evil. Also in 1 Timothy, Paul declares
for personal finances as well as a church or
that an overseer in a church should be free
parachurch operation. If someone finds
from the love of money. Money itself is not
himself constantly searching for money,
stated to be the problem; it is the effects
probably he needs to reexamine why that
of material wealth on the soul that are to
is so.
be avoided.
Secondly, wealth, once gained, should be
cared for but not prized. If wealth is not in
Obviously, money is a necessity, espehand, it should not be a goal.
cially in these times. We can't all be farmers and live self-sufficiently. In today's
Money is usually concerned with the botinterdependent society, money is needed to
tom line. And the bottom line on money is
live, pure and simple. To expound that
that it can be handled, but should be hanmoney is inherently evil one would have to
dled carefully.

or ihc next month, LU students will
honor the black Americans who
brought civil rights to the forefront of
America's agenda and eventually, in
1964, made it a permanent fixture in
American law. Among the black Americans
honored will be Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr., Rosa Parks, W.E.B. DuBois, and other
prominent black Americans who fought
so fervently
for
their rights.
Unfortunately,
other black Americans will be mistakenly included in
this list. And, more
disappointing, even
some LU students _
will join in this S H A N N O N D .
false representation H A R R I N G T O N
of true civil rights'
advocates. I am speaking not of those who
fought to fulfill Dr. King's dream, but those
who operated under a much different agenda. I am speaking of leaders such as
Malcolm X, Elijah Muhammad and Louis
Farrakhan. More specifically, I am speaking of leaders of the Nation of Islam.
You will find these leaders, particularly
Malcolm X, featured on T-Shirts and
posters. He is seen as a spokesperson for
the civil rights of black America. And,
sadly, he is seen as a martyr for the black
movement. The problem with this view is
that Malcolm X, Louis Farrakhan or any
other leader in the black Muslim movement
did not subscribe to the underlying principles in Dr. King's dream. For the majority
of his life, Malcolm X, following the teachings of Elijah Muhammad, believed in
black separatism. Moreover, a majority of
Malcolm X's beliefs and teachings were
even anti-American. Only near death did he
reverse his view that blacks and whites
couldn't possibly live in harmony.
But what is the underlying principle of
Dr. King's dream? To quote the great orator
himself, it is: "a dream deeply rooted in the
American dream....that one day this nation
will rise up and live out the true meaning of
its creed," We hold these truths to be selfevident, that all men are created equal."
The theme for Black History Month on
campus this year is "Realizing the Dream."
The realization of the dream that Dr. King
had for this country must come first by
realizing who the true patriots for the civil
rights movement were and still are.
The true patriots are Americans like Rosa
Parks, who refused to give up her seat on a
segregated bus; W.E.B. DuBois, a literary
hero whose writings inspired many Black
Americans to stand up for their rights; and
despite his support for abortion and homosexuality, Thurgood Marshall, whose active
role in the justice system helped establish
precedent for civil rights.
When these true heroes of the black
movement are distinguished from the false
prophets of the Nation of Islam, then we
will be one step closer to fulfilling Dr.
King's dream. And when "American"
becomes the national title of all born in this
country, regardless of color, creed or religion, then we can truly say the dream has
come due.

Public relations need to be k e p t
in mind by outspoken Christians
D
uring Christmas break, a battle was
fought and lost with only two casualties, yet it seriously affected millions. And
we as Christians were the losers.
Over break, I rediscovered the news. The
first images that I saw on TV were those of
a swarthy, sullen young man in handcuffs.
His crime? Killing two and wounding others in three attacks on abortion clinics. He
had killed because he was "prolife", and the media were having a
feeding frenzy.
It was with growing alarm that
I watched the outcome. Pro-life
groups expressed "sorrow" or
"regretted" the attack. The prochoice alliance used it. Story after
story told of increased police protection, presidential investigative TOM
councils, legislative crackdowns, INKEL
and more. The Christian commu- • • • • •
nity had lost another public relations battle.
The Church seems to have a problem
with public relations. The problem feeds on
itself as in crisis after crisis, past misconceptions and failures rise up to sully the
religious viewpoint in the public eye. Few
high-profile religious groups escape.
Operation Rescue is dedicated to reduc-

ing the number of abortions in America. Yet
now, frustrated and misguided individuals
such as Mr. Salvi and Paul Hill have been
able to reinterpret that goal to justify their
own actions. Television, long the tool of the
world, could be a weapon for Christianity
as well. However, recent experience seems
to suggest that the contemporary Church is
not up to the task. The very phrase "TV
evangelist" is a profanity — even
in Christian circles.

Another example of PR failure
is the perversion of the term
"fundamentalist." I picture Bob
Jones University. You may think
of Jerry Falwell. But Mr. Smith
on the street probably sees a
burning fortress in "Wacko" with
a bearded maniac inside.
I fear for this university. LU is
a child growing and learning,
sometimes unsuspectingly putting fingers
into dangerous spots. Getting burned means
a public relations nightmare. The members
and groups of this institution need to learn
that public relations is a critical role of the
Church and should be treated as such. This
means constant and public explanation of
motives, beliefs and actions. This means

searching out the errors of others who have
fallen before us. This means each and every
person must be responsible.
To such groups as Students Active
Against Abortion, I say beware. When you
appear in public, you already have the
actions of Paul Hill, John Salvi, and other
violent protesters counted against you.
Much of the public no longer views you as
peaceful protesters, but as potential fanatics
and killers.
To Dr. Jerry Falwell, 1 say beware
(although he is probably already on the
alert). With the TV coverage and news
attention that Liberty and TRBC face, the
same pitfalls that have claimed many outspoken evangelists are waiting.
To those of you going home to liberal
Christianity, I say beware. Many Christians,
not to mention unbelievers, don't understand what you have learned in a fundamentally-based environment like Liberty.
Every action wc make in public is not
accounted to us alone, but to our friends,
our school, and our faith. Christianity does
not need better evangelists, beltet anti-abortionists, or bcttei fundamentalists to repair
its image. It needs a grass-roots revolution.
And that means you and inc.
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Winter weather
advisories
force southern
adaptation

Who am I?
Test your knowledge
about the
circumstances that
, made these black
Americans famous.

Y

ou know what I'm sick of hearing
about? Besides the O.J. Simpson
case. It seems that every time I turn on the
T.V., the weather people are whipping
themselves into a frenzy with: "SNOW
ADVISORY!!! SEEK SHELTER IMMEDIATELY OR YOU WILL MEET YOUR
FROSTBITTEN DOOM!!! . And within
the hour, hordes of terrorized housewives
storm the mall and strip the stores bare of
canned goods and anything knit. This baffles me. But, bewilderment aside, I compiled a list of winter advice, products and
terms that members of every ice-ridden
community should be aware of:
• Ice scrapers — This is the instrument
that separates the men from the boys.
Observe male car owners on a frigid
morning as they attempt to assess the
thickness of ice on their windshields. Do
they reach for the ScraperSupreme
2000MX complete with super grip handle
and finely-bristled brush made from genuine oxen hair? Or do they helplessly
fumble in the glove compartment for the
best thing available — a long-lost tape
case of the Bee Gee's that is so warped it
looks like the ashtray you made for your
grandmother in sixth grade?
• Chapstick — Northerners learn this
rather painful lesson early in life.: You're
walking outside. The blustering wind is
whipping right through you. Contact
wearers fee! as though chips of glass are
lodged beneath their eyelids.
Suddenly, your lips feel really dry. You
lick them. They feel even drier. You feel
an overpowering urge to lick them again.
DON'T DO IT!!! Don't even THINK
about it. Flee from the temptation as fast
as you possibly can and head for the nearest source of epidermis relief. Chapstick,
Blistex. Carmex, whatever is most convenient.
If you fail to do this, I can't help you.
Just ask anyone north of the MasonDixon line about the time they woke up to
the sound of ice cracking — and realized
it was their mouth trying to open itself.
• Snow types— Many people don't realize how much snow differs from state to
state. There's the fine, powdery kind
found in Colorado, perfect for skiing and
similar forms of winter sport. And then
there's the kind found in parts of New
York and Pennsylvania, which consists of
.0001 percent powder. The rest is ice.
This second type has many uses,
including creating intricate ice sculptures
for some of the better restaurants as well
as increasing car insurance premiums.
When this snow is in the hands of a 12ycar-old boy, however, it can turn lethal.
This kind of weaponry usually results in
broken teeth and strained relations
between the delinquent and his unsuspecting victim (usually a girl he's undeniably attracted to).
• Ski masks — The original purpose of
this accessory, to keep the face warm
(duh), was forgotten after the historical
episode of Starsky and Hutch in which
the villain used one of these to (gasp!)
conceal his identity.
As a result, now whenever you wear
one of these, people don't assume your
face is cold — they believe they're witnessing first-hand the result of overcrowded prisons.
So the next time the weather man on
WSET starts frothing at the mouth over a
cold front that's currently forming over a
province in Canada, you know what
equipment and knowledge you'll need for
the coming onslaught.

"For if dreams
dieI life is a
broken-winged
bird that cannot

fly"
—Langston
Hughes, "Dreams"
By LISA PARYS
Champion Reporter

^ ^ ^ o r many of LU's African™ ^ ^ " American
students. Black
^m
History Month is an important
^^
time to reflect on both their heritage and the obstacles that many of their
ancestors overcame to insure the freedom
of future generations.
For years African Americans have made
invaluable contributions to science, medicine, agriculture, literature, sports, politics
and entertainment. Many of these accomplishments went unrecognized, and as a
result, many African Americans were
unaware of all that their race had accomplished. The advent of Black History
Month, an annual event which was originally only a week long, now brings these
accomplishments to light.
Unfortunately, even today many
African-Americans are still unaware of the
full impact that their race has had on the
United States and throughout the world,
says Clifton Glenn, a freshman who plans
to major in music education.
"There are a lot of black people who
don't know about our culture that should
know," he said.
Both
Clifton
and
senior
Communications Studies major Yolanda
Bruce thinks that LU should offer a class
whose chief purpose is to help African
Americans learn more about their culture.
Yolanda said, "(The class should be) not
just for black students, but for white stu-

Christian
life in
England
Dying churches, New Age propaganda,
and the growth of eastern mystical cults are
only a few of the obstacles that face
Christians living in England. Although 65
percent of the 46,161,000 persons living in
England claim to be members of
Christianity, only 10 percent actually attend
some form of church service.

Martin Luther King, Jr.
Jan. 15,1929 - April 4,1968
Drawing by Ginger Harris

1. Although a Civil Rights leader, I
am also admired by some in the deaf
community.
2. Though I was actively seeking
economic means to improve the condition of Negro citizens, I did not think
women should take prominent roles in
that cause.
3.1 am probably best known for my
involvement in the NAACP, but my
editorials gained national acclaim after
I wrote one against the lynching of my
best friend Thomas Moss.
4. The cross I wrote about in my
poem was about a mulatto, not the
death of Christ.
5. At one of my concerts, I managed
to chase out a KKK member who tried
to kill me.
6. Because of my poem about a U.S.
president, I came to be known all over
America.
7. In my most famous book, a
"Bigger" person couldn't seem to keep
himself out of trouble.
8. When you stop at a traffic light in
an intersection you should think of
me.
9. Many of my musical ideas came
from the whistles of trains that I rode
on as I traveled to different performances.
10. Whenever I had a problem, people knew I always went to the Lord in
prayer and believed that He would fix
whatever was wrong
'11. I was the first black woman to
win the Wimbledon tennis championship.
12. In addition to being an abolitionist I staunchly supported the activities
and the cause of women's suffrage.
13.1 am the first black woman ever to
be elected to the U.S. House of
Representatives.
14. Though I grew up a poor abused
child, I "had my own" when it came to
my singing career.
Answers: 1. Martin Luther King Jr. 2.
Booker T. Washington 3. Ida B. Wells
4. Langston Hughes.
5. Bessie
Smith 6. Phyllis Wheatly 7. Richard
Wright 8. Garret A. Morgan 9. Duke
Ellington 10. Mary McLeod Bethune
11. Althea Gibson
12. Frederick
Douglass 13. Shirley Chisholm 14.
Billie Holiday

dents, so they can learn about our culture. In
the public schools we learned more about
white culture than black culture."
Freshman Claudia Angenor agrees. "If
(African Americans) could celebrate (Black
History Month) throughout the year, it
would make us more proud of who we are,"

she said.
All three students plan to do additional
independent research via TV documentaries, books and interviewing older generations of African-Americans. They
encourage others to do the same.

For Michelle Knight, an elementary education major at Liberty, trying to live a
Christian life in England was a constant
struggle. Michelle grew up in a small town
25 miles southeast of London and five minutes away from Windsor Castle.
According to Michelle, the hardest part of
growing up in England was not having any
family members or friends that were believers. "It's frustrating sometimes when people
say America needs the Lord," Michelle
said. "America needs the Lord, but
Americans need to realize how lucky they
are for Christian churches and universities.
These are things that we have never heard
of in England."
Fortunately, Michelle was saved at the
age of nine at a church service held by a
missionary family from Baptist Mid-

Missions, an organization in Ohio.
Midmissions is one of the few Christian
ministries located in England.
Although Michelle is grateful for the
impact the missionaries left on her life, she
missed out on the Christian fellowship that
she needed cjuring her teenage years.
Ministries such as British Youth for
Christ and Frontier Youth Trust are organizations geared to evangelize young people
in English cities. However, its outreach has
yet to reach the small towns and villages
like Michelle's. She said that she has never
heard of them.
Not only is there a lack of Christian fellowship in England, there is also a growth
of Islamic influence, especially in the urban
areas. The Islamic Council of Europe is
based is London. Consequently, many

churches in England have been converted
into Muslim mosques and Hindu Temples.
There are now 1,800 mosques and 3,000
Koranic schools in Britain today. These
numbers are growing and will continue to
grow without the influence of church leaders and Christian ministries.
"The inner cities of urban England, and
especially London, are spiritual wastelands
from which evangelical Christians have
fled and then forgotten," writes Patrick
Johnstone, author of Operation World, a
daily devotional book. "The mission field
has come to Britain, but few stir themselves to win these people to Christ."
—By Kirstin Simpson
Additional information provided by
Operation World by Patrick Johnstone.

0>

fMOUTH
What can students do
to promote campus unity?
"Take time out of our
busy schedules to talk
with those around us."
—Jennifer Zani, Senior
Brewer, Maine

"Put feet to their prayers by
showing genuine concern
for others and focusing on
the positive."
—Justin Bruno, Sophomore
Philadelphia, Pa.

"Have a better attitude
towards your RA."

"Leadership teams promote the
campus activities."

—David Friend, Junior

—Debra Staiger, Sophomore
Virginia Beach, Va.

Morgantown, W. Va.

"Praying together
and sharing sacred
thoughts."
—Shawn Davis, Senior
Ringgold, Va.

"More late night
activities."
—James McKnight, Senior
Orlando, Fla.

ptiolu. by Laura <.»>ck»
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UMBC rejects LU hoops

STEVE
STROUT

Super Bowl needs
overhaul; big game
fails to meet hype

Turnovers,
messy first half
doom men's
basketball team

The Super Bowl is bad football. Super
Bowl Sunday is a once-sacred day where
football fans reflect on the season passed
and celebrate the hallowed history of the
NFL. It is to culminate with the greatest
game of the year, creating even more
great moments in the archives of the
sport. Instead, it has become a public
spectacle where the game itself is secondary to the hype.
The last 12 Super Bowl winners have
triumphed by a margin of 23 points with
11 of the victories belonging to one conference. The classic Cowboys-versusSteelers matchups of the 1970s are long
since forgotten and the Super Bowl has
digressed every year. Meanwhile, the
commercialization of the Super Bowl
has become pathetic.
When the Green Bay Packers won the
initial Super Bowl, the University of
Michigan played at the half. It was a
simple halftime filler that did not detract
from the product itself. Now we have
extended halftime shows with singers,
dancers and fireworks. Kathy Lee
Gifford and Tony Bennet belong buried
under the end zone, not on football's
center stage.
The biggest problem beyond the
money-making promotional stunts that
now plague all major sports is the product itself. The Super Bowl needs a major
overhaul.
Let us begin with a real easy adjustment. Football players and coaches are
extreme creatures of habit. A game day
is orchestrated like clockwork, and most
teams prepare for each game to be
played in the afternoon and with one single week of work. A six o'clock kickoff
and a two week hiatus after the conference championship game takes players
and coaches out of their element. How
can they be expected to do the things that
made them successful if the environment
is so vastly different?
The biggest change to the system must
come in the way we arrive upon the
Super Bowl matchup.
The Cowboys and 49ers have been the
NFL's elite for the past three seasons, but
they could never meet in the Super
Bowl. Instead, the fans paid top dollar to
watch the NFC champ demolish a weak
sister of the AFC, who did not deserve to
be playing for a championship.
The only major sports championship
that seeds all playoff teams apart from
conference affiliation is the NCAA basketball tournament. Almost every wellrounded sports fan would target "March
Madness" as America's most entertaining event, and it is because we always
see the best matchups.
I propose all 12 NFL playoff teams be
seeded without any conference playoff.
The top four seeds are given a first round
bye. If my system had been implemented in 1994, the fans would have watched
San Francisco rout the Chargers in one
semifinal and the Cowboys clip the
Steelers in the opposite bracket. Super
Bowl XXIX would have then featured
the best two teams in football slugging it
out for the game's greatest prize.
The critics may argue that the conference domination works in cycles, but the
seeding system works no matter which
conference dominates or if complete
parity exists.
It simply allows for a mathematical
chance for number one to play number
two in the Super Bowl.
The only way hard core football fans
will continue to put up with the vicious
commercialization of the Super Bowl is
if the product itself begins to approach
the promotion. Keep our money if you
I must, but give us the game.

Did YQuKnow
The St Louis Cam
of Famer Stan Mi
the National League's first
$100,000 contract in 1958.

That

amount

beat

San

Francisco Gifgggreat Willie
Mays' salary by $33,000.

By JOSHUA COOLEY
Sports Editor
A sloppy first half turned into a last-second nail-biter, as the UMBC Retrievers left
the Vines Center Saturday clutching a narrow 62-59 win over the Flames.
"Right now, this game reflects that we're
not really obsessed with the fundamentals,
the little things," LU Head Coach Jeff
Meyer said.
Eighteen turnovers, a 43 percent first half
free throw mark and a 36 percent overall
field goal clip by the Flames all attested to
that fact.
"We just had some plays where they just
took the ball out of our hands," Meyer said.
However, UMBC (9-10, 6-3), which led
38-26 at the half, saw its lead hacked away
during the second half until Liberty (8-11,
4-5) threatened to take the lead with under
two minutes left in the game.
At 1:27, UMBC's sophomore forward
Marc Lay's pass to senior forward Artie
Walker went out of bounds as Walker twisted his ankle and dropped to the floor right
before the pass. LU drove the ball downcourt and tightened the game, 61-59, on an
Eric Pothoven basket.
The crucial play, though, came when
Retriever guard Tony Thompson recovered
a batted pass from LU's Jason Dixon and
gave it to Lay, who was fouled with six seconds remaining in the game.
After Lay sunk the latter of his two shots
to give UMBC a 62-59 lead, the tension
increased. Pothoven got the inbound pass
but slipped while dribbling the ball with
four seconds left, calling a timeout before

photo by Dave Dershimer

FLEURY'S FURY — UMBC center Pascal Fleury (50) says "No" in a big way
to LU's Eric Pothoven in Liberty's 62-59 loss on Saturday in the Vines Center.
the defending Thompson could draw a jump
ball call.
After the timeout, LU's freshman guard
Mark Reed inbounded the ball to threepoint specialist Barry Taylor, but Taylor,
being guarded heavily, passed it back to

Reed, who lofted a failed three-pointer as
the clock ran out.
"I told them, 'Do not foul, at all costs,'"
UMBC Head Coach Earl Hawkins said of
his timeout instructions to his team. "But I
thought (Reed) had to take a difficult shot

with a hand in his face."
"I am really pleased with how our kids
fought late in the game," Meyer said. "We
simply created a major hole for ourselves
that wc could not get out from under."
That hole grew to an 18-point margin
favoring UMBC at one point in the first
half. UMBC sophomore guard Eric Hayes'
11 points and Lay's 10 points contributed
heavily to the margin, as well as LU's
offensive ineffectiveness.
The Retrievers broke Peter Aluma's fourgame streak of 20 points or more and limited the Flames to only four first half scorers
— Dixon (12), Aluma (eight), Pothoven
(four) and Taylor (two).
"That's probably the downfall of our season — we always get behind," Dixon said.
Liberty starting digging its hole in the
first half after Dixon hit a six-foot jumper at
11:43 to bring the score to 17-14, UMBC.
The Flames didn't score again until
Dixon relieved them with a dunk at 5:11
while the Retrievers held a 32-16 lead.
Liberty was then able to knock the difference down to 12 by the halftime buzzer
behind the leadership of Aluma and
Pothoven with a 10-4 run.
"This is really disappointing in that we
should have won the game," LU's Larry
Jackson said. "This would have been a
jump start for us."
On Monday, Jan. 30, UNC Greensboro's
Scott Hartzell, who scored a game-high 26
points, saved the game for the Spartans, as
they beat LU, 67-54.
Behind 37-27 at the half, Liberty eventually rode a 15-2 run in the second half,
capped by Jackson's three-pointer, that
brought the team within four of UNCG, 4945. However, a key steal by the Spartan's
junior center Eric Cuthrell paved the way
for three consecutive treys by Hartzell to
vanquish LU's comeback. Hartzell's bombs
extended the Spartans' lead to 58-47 with
six minutes left.
"I thought there were two tired teams
playing out there tonight," UNCG Head
Coach Mike Dement said. "Thank goodness
See Sloppy, Page 10

LU ladies receive
Trench' lesson
By RICH MACLONE
Champion Reporter
Despite an extra day of preparation
because of inclement weather, the Lady
Flames fell at the hands of Eunice French
and the Lady Retrievers of UMBC, 57-48,
at the UMBC Fieldhouse on Sunday afternoon. The game was scheduled for
Saturday, Feb. 4, but was delayed until
Sunday because of snow.
The loss dropped the Lady Flames to 412 overall and 2-4 in Big South Conference
play. UMBC improved to 10-7 and 6-2 in
conference play.
Defense was the name of the game for
the Lady Retrievers. The team continued
the great defensive play that it has shown
all season long. They held Liberty to 32
percent shooting from the field. The Lady
Retrievers amassed six blocked shots and
out-rebounded LU, 42-33, with 14 of those
rebounds coming on the offensive side of
the ball. UMBC is currently ranked seventh
nationally in field goal percentage defense.
French, a senior center, paced UMBC
past LU. She lit up the Lady Flames for 23
points and a game-high eight rebounds.

She hit eight of 10 shots from the floor and
went seven for 11 from the charity stripe.
The 20-point game was French's third consecutive in which she has scored 20 or
more.
The Lady Retrievers led for almost the
entire game, as they held the Lady Flames
scoreless for over eight minutes in the first
half en route to a 20-16 halftime lead. After
UMBC extended its lead to double digits,
LU made its final run at the game. Liberty
went on a 6-0 run to close within four
points, 40-36, with 7:24 to play. An 11-1
Lady Retriever run extinguished the Lady
Flames, though, and gave UMBC a 51-37
lead with 4:57 left in the game.
The Lady Flames were led by senior forward Angie Johnson, who scored 17.
Johnson was the only member of the Lady
Flames to shoot at least 50 percent from the
floor on the afternoon. Senior point guard
Ginny Holloway chipped in 14 points to go
along with five assists but was held to six of
16 shooting from the floor.
Liberty's shooting woes found their way
behind the three point arc as well. The Lady
See French, Page 10
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OPEN SHOT— LU's Angie Johnson looks for two in a losing effort against
UMBC on Jan. 23. Liberty surrendered to UMBC again Sunday, 57-48.

Indoor track qualifies runners for IC4As
By JOSHUA COOLEY
Sports Editor
The LU men's indoor track team qualified its distance medley relay squad for
IC4As, while the women's team finished
fourth in its meet at Virginia Tech Saturday.
The men's team, which was only competing against Virginia Tech, won first
place in the distance medley relay with a
time of 10:17.1. This time qualified Liberty
for competition in the IC4A Championships
later this year.
Drew Ellenburg ran the first 800 meter
leg in 1:58.6; Dennis Johnson finished the
second leg of the race, a 400 meter distance, in 49:7; Joshua Cox made the third
leg, a 1,200 meter distance, in 3:11.5; and
Chris McGregor ran the final mile leg in
4:17.5 to bring home first place.
"Our (distance medley relay) team did
especially well," runner Jason Krull said.

Individually, the men's squad performed
well, also. Sprinter Jacob Swinlon won first
place in the 55 meter dash with a time of
6.36. Mike Reed won first place in the 400
meter event with a time of 49.3.
In the long jump, Kevin Coley secured
first place with a leap of 22'11". Mike
Connell took the high jump with a performance of 6'6".
John Marriott triple jumped his way to
first place with a 45'6 1/2" effort.
"Our main goal at this point is to qualify
as many people as we possibly can for
IC4As," Krull said.
In the women's meet, the LU team garnered a fourth-place finish in the 10-team
meet. Appalachian State won the meet.
Some other schools that competed were
Davidson, West Carolina and Virginia Tech.
The women's sprint medley relay won
first place and tied a school record with a
3:39.2 mark. Ardra Samuel ran the first 4(X)

meter leg in 61.2; Sarah Harford ran the
200 meter second leg in 27.1; Christy
Barelield finished the 200 meter third leg in
26.3; and J'aime Cowan finished the race
with a 2:24.7 mark in the 800 meters.
The girls' 4 x 200 meter relay team won
second place and set a new school record
with a 1:47.1 mark.
Barelield ran a 27.2 mark in the first leg;
Mary Kong ran a 27 Hat for the second leg;
Amanda Holbrook finished in 27.4 in the
third leg; and Samuel rounded out the race
in 25.6.
In other women's events, the LU 4 x 800
meter relay team consisting of Tabithu
Kemerling, Laura Gosslin, Dawn Milun
and Audrey Hbanks finished in 9:50, good
for second place.
"This is a tune-up mccl for George
Mason (Feb. 11). where we hope I" be
sharper next weekend," Head Coach Brant
Tolsma said.

\

Jacob Swinton
LU Truck Sprinter
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Auburn hoopster
switches to LU life
Adam Hopkins
opts for 'Liberty
Way' as opposed
to party scene
By BEN DONAHUE
Champion Reporter

Among the new faces on next
season's men's basketball team, one
stands above the rest of the players
— literally. That particular face
belongs to 6-10 freshman center
Adam Hopkins, a native of Lithia
Springs, Ga.
What is so unique about Adam is
not just his height advantage over
his fellow teammates, but the fact
that, if not for a change of heart, he
would have been wearing an
Auburn Tigers uniform next season.
Adam was a student athlete at
Auburn for a month and a half last
semester before the switch to
Liberty occurred.
"The main reason I left (Auburn)
was the coach I originally signed
with died, and with the departure of
the other coaches, I just thought I
would try and see if the changes
would've made any difference
when I went down there," Adam
said. "But it just wasn't the same
program, and although (the players)
have a lot of talent, I just didn't feel
that was the right place for me to be
playing.
"Another factor was if you're not
into drinking and going to parties
there, you don't have anything to
do. I'm not into that."
So why did he pick Liberty
instead of some other Division I
school where the chances of being a
national star and maybe a future
NBA player are more likely?
"Well, a lot has to do with my
Christian beliefs and wanting to

play for a good Division I Christian
school," Adam said. "But I also
believe that if you have the talent,
people like the NBA will find you
wherever you are. Of course that
really wasn't a concern of mine."
Because of the transfer, the
NCAA will not allow him to play
until after finals next fall semester.
But that doesn't discourage Adam.
"To get clearance to play seems
like a long way off, but I can wait.
I'm really looking forward to it,"
Adam said.
When it finally does come to
playing time next year, Adam will
be expected to step up and either
start or come off the bench and play
well enough to fill the holes of
departing seniors Jason Dixon and
Kevin Benton. Also, he is putting
on a few more pounds to help his
playing ability.
"By playing time next year, I
should be around 255 pounds,"
Adam said. "But I don't want to get
to bulky to where I'm not agile and
can't play. I'll be ready, though."
As he's adjusting to LU, Adam
really enjoys the school, its students
and the fan support.
"I think the fans here are a lot
better, even twice as good as the
fans at Auburn," he said. "That's
just because Auburn is mainly a
football town.
"Being in the Southeastern
Conference, they are not really
known as much for their basketball
as they are for their football, and
football is where they get most of
their fan support."
Adam was named in The
Basketball Times magazine as one
of the top 50 centers in the country
as a high school junior, and was
invited to play in The Boston
Shoot-Out All-Star game as a
senior. And after winning the gold
medal with his team in the Georgia
State Games, Adam has a certain

m
Clearwater Beach Alive
Clearwater, FL
Adam Hopkins
LU Basketball Transfer
goal that he hopes to be a major
part of by the time he graduates.
"My goal, as well as the others
on the team, is to break the Sweet
16, and I believe that with the players we've got we have a realistic
opportunity for that," he said.
As far as this season's tournament is concerned, Adam thinks
the Flames will do well.
"I think they'll do fine. One
thing that might hurt is, with the
loss of the NCAA automatic bid
this year, it might be a little harder
to stay motivated, but I think they
should do all right," he said.
Well, he likes the team, likes its
chances for the tournament this
year and its opportunity for the
future. He's excited to play for the
Flames, and he loves Liberty.
Could there be any problems?
Actually, yes, there is one.
"Every time myself and the guys
in the dorm try to order a pizza
from Papa John's, we will be lucky
if they actually deliver to us,"
Adam said.
Other than that — so far, so
good.
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Sloppy play
kills L U m e n
continued from Page 9

phuto by Dave Detstttatf

LOOKS GQOD-r - Flames baseball player Terry Weaver
watches a pilch go by during practice on Saturday.

for Scott Hartzell. If we were tired,
you know Hartzell was tired.
Goodness, he plays 35 minutes a
game."
UNCG boasted two other doubledigit scorers in sophomore guard
Jeremy Davis, as he chipped in 13
points and seven rebounds, and
Cuthrell, who added 11 points and
nine rebounds.
LU's Aluma (23 points, 11
rebounds, two blocked shots)
recorded his fourth straight game in
which he scored at least 20 points.
"I wish Peter Aluma would go
ahead and take his lottery pick
now," Dement said. "He's going to
be a rich young man in a few years.
We had to go to a zone to keep the
ball away from him."
Meyer said of Aluma: "For all the
clippings and the accolades, Peter
does two things well: he's a great
shot-blocker and he scores well in
the low post."

French, UMBC overcome Lady Flames again
continued from Page 9
Retrievers harassed Liberty's outJohnson added three points, while
Jacob scored 10 points, all coming
side shooting all afternoon, as LU
in the second half of play. Freshman
Michelle Johnson nailed two.
shot a measly 24 percent from
center Nikki Tibbs contributed
UMBC freshman forward Jan
behind the stripe.
eight points and seven rebounds
Jacob was the only other Lady
coming off of the bench for UMBC.
Johnson had two of Liberty's
Retriever to hit in double figures.
lour treys, and guard Genie Stinnett
claimed the other two.
A combination of not being able
T1RE&
to get to the free throw line consisAUTOMOTIVE
tently and not shooting well when
there hurt the Lady Flames.
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stripe 25 times on the afternoon,
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hitting on 16 attempts.
Stinnett added eight points and
I ^m.
With LU ID Get:
seven rebounds for LU to go along
with a block and a steal.
Lady Flames center Michelle
Wyms was held to four points on
the afternoon, on one of four shooton Most vehicles
ing from the floor, Wyms also had

four rebounds.
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NHL skates into action
Ladies and gentleman, boys and
girls, gather around and rejoice.
"Why?" you might ask. Because
the greatest sport on ice has finally
returned to the rinks. No, I'm not
talking about the one with Tonya
Harding. The National Hockey
League has finally returned from
the owner-imposed lockout.
Unfortunately, in a normal season, the NHL begins playing the
games in October. But this season,
day one was in month one, January.
How does the average NHL fan get
himself in a hockey frame of mind
after a 103-day work stoppage?
Have no fear. The puck guru is
here to lend some helpful hints, so
you, the hockey fan, can stop thinking about lockouts and start thinking about cross checks.
1. Don't expect beauty early on.
650 players are putting the skates
back on. A majority of those players
played no sort of organized hockey
during the lockout.
Don't look for the regular season
to start where last season's playoffs
ended. The playoffs of 1994 were
like no others have ever been.
Bringing the level of play to that
plateau isn't easy, let alone starting
the season there.
The players aren't prepared to
play up to that level just yet. Give

them a month or two and you'll sec
some exciting hockey. Come playoff time, things will be up to the
world class level that NHL fans
have grown accustomed to.
So don't get mad when your
favorite player trips over the blueline. Don't get disgruntled when
your team's goalie lets a puck your
grandmother could have saved with
her walker slip through the five
hole. That stuff is bound to happen
early on.
2. Prepare to see some offense.
The position of goaltender is perhaps the toughest job in professional sports. Nowhere else does an athlete need to combine grace, agility
and lightning-quick reflexes on one
playing surface. That is why early
on we'll see some football scores.
In a perfect world, every game
would end with a final score of 2-1
or 3-2. Don't be surprised to look
through the box scores and see a
10-7 final. Yes, that is the correct
score, and no, the editor didn't mess
up and misread the fax he was sent.

With the teams playing the 48gamc schedule, many teams will
play three games in four nights.
When that occurs, even NHLcrs
have a hard time playing 60 minutes at full speed.
3. Don't cry at the loss of the AllStar game. For a true hockey fan,
avoiding this yearly embarrassment
to the sport should be seen as a
blessing. Each season, the league's
hotshots gather for what is supposed to be a showcase of a great
sport; instead, the players turn it
into a spectacle.
When All-Star weekend rolls
around you can be sure of one
thing: no defense will be played!
Even the NHLPA game for the old
Nintendo keeps the goals against
averages under 15 per team.
Being selected to defend the nets
for your conference in the Ail-Star
game should be an honor for NHL
goalies; but the man behind the
facemask and between the pipes
may as well be a cardboard cutout
if the forwards and defenseman
don't feel like playing on both sides
of the ice.
Hockey is a team game in which
the participants are required to play
both offense and defense. This
should not by any means exclude
the All-Star game.
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rebounding and shot blocking,
Dikembe Mutombo. Also left out
was Jimmy Jackson, who has finally proven he can play in this league,
as he is in the top five in scoring in
the league and has his team off to a
much better start than a season ago.
Sports Illustrated
pasting
Derrick Coleman on its cover as the
NBAs top baby didn't help his
chances of making the All-Star
team any; however, you can't argue
with his play on the court — 20
points, 10 rebounds a game. Clyde
Drexler and Jamal Mashburn are

two more that had a legitimate cry
for a place on the All-Star team.
Since the fans' votes do count,
how about handing them to some
players who have finally become
All-Stars after paying their dues?
Indiana Pacer sharp shooter
Reggie Miller has Finally gotten the
respect he deserves, as he was voted
an All-Star for the first time in his
career and has cracked the starting
lineup in the East.
One of the league's top defensive
stars, Gary "The Glove" Payton of
the Sonics is showing he can play
more than just defense, chipping in
20 a night.
Finally, Cleveland Gavalier
Tyrone Hill and Milwaukee Buck
big man Vin Baker, both having big
seasons, were chosen to represent
the East.
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Big South Men's Basketball Standings
1. UNC Greensboro
2. Charleston Southern
3. UMBC
4. Radford
5. UNC Asheville
6. LIBERTY
7. Winthrop
8. Coastal Carolina
9. Towson State
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Fans shouldn't pick All-Stars
NBA All-Star weekend. It's as
big as the name makes it out to be.
The 12 best players from the
Eastern Conference and the 12 best
players
from
the
Western
Conference — throw in a couple of
coaches and we can play ball. But
wait, there's one small problem.
Who is going to start?
Apparently, the NBA feels that
fans can choose the best starting
five for each side. Do you really
think that an audience whose only
contact with the players is by reading about them in the newspaper,
watching them on television or listening to them on the radio can
legitimately tell you the best starting five in each conference?
Several players were left out in
the cold on this year's All-Star roster, including the league leader in
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Big South Women's Basketball Standings
1. Towson State
2. UNC Greensboro
3. UMBC
4. Radford
5. UNC Asheville
6. LIBERTY
7. Coastal Carolina
8. Charleton Southern
9. Winthrop
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22 62
Ubarty—Aluma 5-15 5-9 15, Taylor 4-9 0-0 10,
Polhoven 1-3 4-6 6, Jackson 2-7 0-0 4, Caldwell 0-0 02 0. Luther 0-1 0-0 0, Sorensen 0-2 0-0 0, Benlon 1-9
0-0 2, Dixon 8-13 4-6 20, Reed 1-3 0-0 2. Totals 2262 13-23 59.
Three-point goals—UMBC 4-13 (Lay 2), Liberty 2-12
(Taylor 2) Rebounds—UMBC 31 (T, Thompson 7,
Fleury 7), Liberty 44 (Dixon 14). Assists—UMBC 7
(Wyatt 4). Liberty 13 (Pothoven 4). Turnovers—UMBC
20 (Lay 5), Liberty 18 (Dixon 6). Steals—UMBC 9
(Wyatt 3). Liberty 10 (Dixon 4). Blocked Shols—
UMBC 7 (Fleury 7), Liberty 2 (Aluma 2) Attendance—
2.386. Officials—Owen Grogan, Leslie Jones. Michael
Ruckman.

February 4
UMBC-Uberty, state
RETRIEVERS 62, FLAMES 59

RECORD: 4-12, 2-5
UMBC
Liberty

38 24—62
26 33—59

UMBC—Wyatt 2-5 1-2 6, Hayes 5-7 4-6 14, T.
Thompson 6-11 0-0 11. C. Thompson 0-0 0-0 0.
Milosevic 0 0 0-0 0, Walker 1-50-0 2, Lay6-125-9 19.
Fleury 4-5 2-5 10, Dressier 0-0 0-0 0. Total* 23-45 12-

February 5
UMBC-Llberly, Stats
LADY RETRIEVERS 57, LADY FLAMES 48
UMBC

20 3 1 - 6 1

Liberty

Pepsi Or Diet

Duncan Hlnes

Pepsi

Cake Mix

10

W Basketball

RECORD: 8-11, 4-5

Wl
Selected
Varieties

16 32

41

UMBC—Damann 1 -9 0-0 3, Cicak 1-10-0 2, French 810 7-11 23. Molen 0-4 4-6 4, Gloyd 0-4 0-0 0, Jacob 47 2-3 10, Smilh 1-1 1-2 3, Tibbs 3-8 2-2 8, Groene 24 0-14 Totals 20-48 16-25 57
Liberty—Williams 1-4 0-0 2, A. Johnson 6-12 3-4 17.
Wyms 1-4 0-0 2. Holloway 6-16 2-3 14. Slinnelt 3-10
0-0 8. Eaddy 0-4 0-0 0, Willie 0-10-3 0. Popotf 0-0 00 0. Ralcliff 0-0 0-0 0, M. Johnson 1-1 0-0 2, Hopkins
0-2 0-0 0, K Johnson 1-5 1-2 3 Totals 19-59 6-12 48
Three-point goals—UMBC 1-1 (Damann), Liberty 417 (Slinnelt 2, A. Johnson 2). Rebounds—UMBC 42
(French 8). Liberty 33 (Stinnett 7). Assists—UMBC 13
(Gloyd 5), Liberty 8 (Holloway 5). Turnovers—UMBC
18 (Molen 5). Liberty 14 (Willie 3) Steals—UMBC 6
(French 2), Liberty 11 (A. Johnson 4). Attendance—
150. Oflicials—Al Gray, Jeff Freeman.
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Basketball enters final stage
Injury-ridden Lady
Flames must rely on
core of youngsters
By J O S H U A C O O L E Y
Sports Editor
The best come to those who wait.
In Lady Flames Head Coach Rick
Reeves' case, one might want to add
the word "patiently" to the end of
that sentence.
For the past few years, bright
hopes and high expectations for the
Lady Flames basketball team have
been confronted with injuries,
injuries and more injuries.
The storyline is no different this
season. Reeves is still waiting.
"I guess I have mixed emotions,"
Reeves said of his team's current
position (4-12, 2-5 in the conference). "I'm a little disappointed, but
I'm not discouraged, and the only
reason I'm disappointed is because
of the injuries we've had.
"But I ' m not discouraged,
because the kids — they've given
me all they got. They play 40 minutes of effort and they've had as
good of an attitude as any team I've
ever coached."
The injured reserve this season
has taken many prisoners, and at the
moment, it holds starting junior forward Angie McDaniel, who hurt her
knee in practice on Jan. 30, and
sophomore forward Dena Freeman,
who's been out all year.
"Without McDaniel, we're defi. nitely not as physical of a team, not
as quick of a basketball team; we're
not as good of a rebounding team,"
Reeves said. "She gives us all those
added dimensions."

Men's conference status
'borders real frustration'
for Meyer & Company

The Lady Flames' record and Big
South success have felt the repercussions of these mishaps.
"I'm (4-12) right now, without a
doubt the worst record I've ever
had at this point in my career, and
I'm the happiest I've ever been
coaching," Reeves said. "Every day
is a joy coming to practice because
of the effort the kids have given me
and their attitudes."
Because of the injuries, Reeves
has been forced to play youngsters
he normally wouldn't at this time.
"We have three freshmen that
have got to step it up for us — Keri
Johnson, Flori Willie and Jennifer
Eaddy," Reeves said.
"They can't tread water anymore.
They have to get in the deep end if
they want to swim."
The swim to the calmer waters of
the shallow end for LU will be long
and difficult, though.
"The Big South Conference is so
competitive now from top to bottom," Reeves said. "Radford and
Greensboro — you have to understand that those are the two programs that have all the money.
"They're not any better than what
they were last year, but the rest of
the league is definitely better. It's
going to be a dogfight."
Worse yet, many of the conference teams play rough — just what
the injury-marred Liberty team
doesn't need.
"What's going to hurt us now is
teams like Radford which are so
physical, so aggressive," Reeves

tain the words "Hildebrand,"
"Toomer,"
"Chapman"
and
"Williams." Meyer and his staff are
coaching a totally different team.
"I felt like, at times, we played as
well as any Liberty team has ever
played," Meyer said. "Then at other
times, our lack of experience, particularly in the backcourt, going
through the transitional phases of
our program, losing seniors — all
that is manifested in our consistency. It borders real frustration
because we know what we have to
do to be successful. And we prepare
and we practice, yet it's performance that is the real divider."
In the next two and a half weeks,
the Flames will face U N C
Asheville, Charleston Southern,
Coastal Carolina and Radford on
the road.
At home, Liberty will challenge
UNC Greensboro and Winthrop.
Which team poses the greatest
threat to Liberty's quest for 199394 repetition?
"Greensboro," Meyer admitted.
"Then after that, I really feel like
every team is capable. 1 think
Towson is unbelievably dangerous.
"We beat them, and they've lost
six games in the league, yet they

By J O S H U A C O O L E Y
Sports Editor

A heartening message to all LU
men's basketball fans: the 1993-94
Flames were only 10-10 on this
date last year. They went on to rock
the
Big
South
Conference
Tournament and play great hoops
for 30 minutes against North
Rick Reeves
Carolina in the NCAA's Big Dance.
Lady Flames Head Coach
The Flames are now 8-11 (not
said. "They're taught to be that
including Monday night's contest
way. UMBC is a pretty physical
against Towson State) and have six
team."
more conference games in a row
When they aren't worrying about
rounding out their schedule. So
flying elbows and relentless drives
what must the team do to follow the
to the hole, the young freshmen
footsteps of last year's squad en
Reeves has been forced to break in
route to a Big South banner?
must learn to play at the college
"What we've got to do is get our
level, he said.
house in order over the next month
— defending consistently, taking
"At this level, there are no more
our opponents' strengths away and
rest games," Reeves said. "The
shooting the ball better and valuing
physical aspect is there, but it's the
ball possession," Head Coach Jeff
mental intensity we need to do a
Meyer said.
better job with."
The Flames have already faced
As the regular season winds
every conference member at least
down, the Lady Flames will play
once and have come away with a 4eight of their final nine regular sea5 record. This was not exactly the
son games against Big South foes.
conference record Meyer desired.
And, according to Reeves, the team
doesn't want to live up to the pre"We had anticipated in the outset
season
conference
prediction
that we would need 12 wins in
placed on them.
order to have a shot at the championship, and that would mean four
"We're picked sixth," Reeves
losses," Meyer said. "We would
said. "Realistically speaking, we
need to win our home games and
can finish
middle-of-the-pack,
split on the road.
somewhere about where we were
picked at.
"Obviously, the loss to Asheville
"But we can still finish as high as
(Jan. 12) here at home and the loss
first. We're not out of it yet."
at UMBC (Jan. 7) and Winthrop
(Jan. 18) — those are a couple of
places we've been successful in the
past." Meyer hasn't lost heart by
any means, though.
"You look at exactly one year ago
attend Ventura Junior College in
to this day...our team is 8-9 on the
California with a friend.
season," Meyer said. "So how
"We obviously felt good about
much different are we sitting this
Che," Meyer said. "We're disapyear than a year ago? Not much.
pointed with his decision. Perhaps
"The real difference lies in the
it's in his best interest right now to
fact
that we do not have an autosecure college experience. In that
matic
bid.
light, junior college experience
"Consequently,
our desire and
could be the best decision-for Che."
motivation down the stretch has to
However, Meyer said he wants to Che Lugo
be perhaps a little different than it
keep in touch with Lugo.
Former Flames Redshirt
was a year ago.
"Rather
than
an
NCAA
Tournament bid, it needs to be the
drive to build a tradition here at
Liberty with our men's basketball
program."
TYPING SERVICE -resumes,
Spring Break! Bahamas Party
LU basketball did lay the foundacover letters, reports, graphs, newsletCruise 6 days $279! Includes 12
tion
for a strong tradition with its
ters,
overheads,
etc.
Laser
quality
meals and 6 parties! Cancun &
success last season, but as Meyer
printer. Professional resume consultaJamaica 7 nights air & hotel from
tion available. Will pick-up/deliver.
said — "It's a whole new year."
$429! Panama City 7
Call 525-2952.
nights oceanview
This year's lineup cards do not conroom with kitchen
$129. Daytona
EARN EXTRA CASH and save a
Beach, Key West, &
life. Donate plasma. Lynchburg
LIBERTY E M E R G E N C Y
Cocoa Beach, FL 7
Plasma Co. Fort Hill Shopping
SERVICES
nights from $159!
Center. For more information LIBERTY C R I M E L I N E
Spring Break Travel
239-0769.
1-800-678-6386.
Liberty Emergency Services is
offering, on an on going basis,
REWARDS UP TO $1000
school bill credit for information
leading to the ARREST and
CONVICTION or
BURN FAT.
FEEL GREAT!
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
of anyone committing a crime at
Liberty University
"I HAVE LOST 15 lbs. IN
All calls are confidential.
ONE MONTH AND 38 lbs.
HELP MAKE OUR
WITHIN THREE MONTHS
C A M P U S SAFE.
EARN EXTRA MONEY WHILE
ON THIS PROGRAM. I

Jeff Meyer
Flames Head Coach
beat Greensboro and they beat
Louisville. In order to win it, you're
going to have to play three good
games in March."
March is only three weeks away.
Liberty basketball, which received
a facelift with the graduation of six
seniors last May, is struggling at
this point in the season. With his
new core of youngsters, will Meyer
be tempted to call this a rebuilding
year and just use it to season the
team's youngsters?
"Come tournament time, I want
to play on national TV on Sunday
afternoon in here at the Vines,"
Meyer said. "There's no mindset of
'prepare for the future.'
"It's not just a game. It's not just
playing Cribbage or Rook or
Monopoly."

A l u m a k e e p s blocking

Lugo leaves LU

Flames big man Peter Aluma shattered his own blocked shot j
record on Jan. 23 against Coastal Carolina and kept adding to it
with seven more rejections in the past week and a half. Aluma j
rejected 56 shots last season for a team record. He now has 64.

By J O S H U A C O O L E Y
Sports Editor

Big South honors Aluma

Che Lugo, a 6-8 redshirt freshman forward on the Flames basketball team, did not return for the
spring semester, according to
Head Coach Jeff Meyer.
Lugo apparently called Meyer
Jan. 17, the day before classes
started, and said he was going to

If you would like to r u n a
C L A S S I F I E D AD please call
M r s . Elliott a t 582-2128

SPRING BREAK 9$\
GUARANTEED LOWEST
PRICES IN THE COUNTRY TO
JAMAICA, CANCUN,
BAHAMAS, FLORIDA, PADRE,
BARBADOS. PARTY WITH THE
BEST! ORGANIZE SMALL
GROUP AND TRAVEL FREE!
CALL FOR INFORMATION AND
LOW PRICES. SUNSPLASH
TOURS 1-800-426-7710
**SPRING BREAK 95**
America's #1 Spring Break
Company! Cancun, Bahamas, or
Florida! 110% Lowest Price
Guarantee! Organize 15 friends
and TRAVEL FREE! Call for our
finalized 1995 Party schedules!
(800) 95-BREAK
Job Opportunity - Camp
Hydaway, a ministry of Thomas
Road Baptist Church, is now
accepting applications for summer
camp counselors, certified lifeguards, bus drivers (age 21; CDL
required), etc. Please call 832-2019
for more information.
PEOPLE WANTED T O WORK
SUMMER IN MYRTLE
BEACH, SC. Hiring Lifeguards
and Beach Concession Workers
Hani Good Money while working
on the Beach!! $$ Salary plus
bonuses $$ + FREE HOUSING!!

To apply or for further information,
call / fax Sun Beach Service at
803-272-4170.
TELEPHONE COMMUNICATORS
needed to work flexible evening
hours with local company.
Sell-confidence and a clear
professional speaking voice are the

only requirements. Call 385-0123
to schedule

an interview.
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Peter Aluma was named a Big South Honorable Mention Player j
of the Week for the week ending Jan. 29.
The Flames' sophomore center racked up 64 points, 10 blocked \
shots and 19 rebounds during the three-game week for Liberty.

This week in Liberty sports...
M e n ' s Basketball
—Away vs. UNC Asheville on Thursday, Feb. 9, at 7 p.m.
—Home vs. UNC Greensboro on Saturday, Feb. 11, at 7:30
p.m.
Women's Basketball
—Home vs. UNC Asheville on Thursday, Feb. 9, at 7 p.m.
—Home vs. Winthrop on Saturday, Feb. 11, at 5:30 p.m.
Indoor Track
—Away at George Mason on Saturday, Feb. 11, at 10 a.m.
Hockey
—Home (Roanoke Civic Center) vs. Duke on Friday, Feb. 10,
at 11:45 p.m., and Saturday, Feb. 11, at 11:45 p.m.

MINDBOGGLE 1
w

PLAY

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
THIS IS AS SIMPLE AS IT GETS!

IN SCHOOL! EARN $500 TO
FEEL GREAT AND HAVE
$1500 PER MONTH PART TIME
MORE ENERGY THAN
WITH THE #1 HEALTH AND
EVER BEFORE."
. . . DENNIS BURKS NUTRITIONAL PRODUCTS IN
THE WORLD!

582-7611 lv. message
582-7612 investigator

Free a t

Mindboggle
Video Arcade
River Ridge Mall
J

($.50 value, limit one per person per day)
Exp: 3-1-95 Sun. - Thurs. only

^
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CALL DENNIS AT:
(804) 2 3 7 . 3376
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TANNING SALON

STOP

LOOKING FOR GOOD
QUALITY AUTO SERVICE
Come Check Us Out!!

• Brakes
• Air Conditioning
• Tune Ups

* Computer Systems
• Emissions Controls
• Fuel Injection

• Oil Changes

• Suspension

Computer Diagnostics • ASE and Factory Trained Technicians
7 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS!

*tw%

J

239-6850
Leesville Rd. 1/4 mile West
of Waterlick Rd.
Rt. 2, Box 389A
Lynchburg, VA 24501

*Shuttle Service Available*
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•Personalized Attention"Accept Ail Major Credit Cards
•Trained Tanning Consultants
• • • iBi — ~—
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Spring Break Special
" Month Unlimited

$3495
.1 — — — — LTSto1 — — — — **

Expires F e b r u a r y 21,1995 ,

Hurry! Call 237-8262 For Appointment
9201 TiiutxttMe Koad (Behind McDonalds)

